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Purpose of the 
Performance 
Appraisal 

The primary purpose of the Performance Appraisal System for 
Band I, II, and III Employees is to provide a systematic and uniform 
method to evaluate the job performance of GAO evaluators and 
evaluator-related specialists on the basis of job-related criteria. 
The system should be used to 

l advise employees of the standards upon which their performance 
will be based, 

l help employees understand their responsibilities and how their 
work contributes to GAO’s goals and performance measures, 

l provide feedback to employees on how well they are meeting 
expectations and coach them in improving performance, 

l help supervisors and managers identify and improve poor perfor- 
mance, and 

j 

l provide a basis for performance-based actions. 

Supersession This manual supersedes the Performance &D a&I 
B-I. dated June 199lr 

Svstem for 
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Chapter 1 

The Performance Management Cycle 

The performance management cycle includes setting expectation& 
monitoring performance and providing feedback, and conducting 
the appraisal session 

Setting Expectations Performance expectations include what a ratee will do, when the 
ratee will do it, and how well it should be done. What the ‘&tee wih 
do and when it is done are usually determined by assigned work. 
How well a ratee performs is measured by written performance 
standards set forth in the performance appraisal msnual for each 
band level. At a minimum, the ratee should be able to perform at 
the fully successful level, as described in the performance standards. 

When setting expectations, the rater should eqlain how the ratee’s 
work can contribute to GAO’s overall goals and performance 
measures. These messures can be found in GAO’s Strategrc Plan 
and the GAO Perfomce Rw . 

Expectation setting should occur at the beginning of the rating 
cycle and when each new assignment is begun. Products, timeframes, 
scope, or methods may not be fully known at the beginning of assign- 
ments. Expectitions should be revised or clarified as more informa- 
tion is obtained or when circumstances negate or substantially modify 
prior agreements. L 

Expectation-settingq discussions should occur at an agreed upon 
meeting tune. While the rater has the ultimate responsibility to 
determine ratee expectations, expectation discussions should be a 
dialogue. The rater should solicit input from the ratee, and, the 
ratee is responsible for seeking clarification of any matters that 

. are not understood. 

GAO Form 209, “Expectation Setting Record” (see app. I) has been 
developed to help guide and document the formal expectation 
setting process. A signed copy of GAO Form 209 for each ratee 
must be completed and filed in the geographic home unit. The 
employee’s signature indicates that expectationshave been. communi- 
cated. .&its may prescribe additional expectation setting forms, if 
desired. 

As outlined on the form and summarized below, three types of 
information should be covered during the expectation-setting 
session: job/role information, performance standards, and contti- 
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The Performauce Bfanagement Cycle 

3 

,butions ,togoals and performance measures. The level of detail 
appropriate for the expectation-setting discussion will depend on the 
ratee’s prior knowledge concerning the assignment, the ratee’s experi- 
ence level, and the information available to the rater about the assign- 
ment. 

Job/Role Information The rater should provide as much assignment-sR,ecific information as 
available, such as the ratee’s role, assignment objectives, assignment 
scope and methods, anticipated products, and timeframes. It is 
expected that the rater will amplify and clarify initial expectations 
during subsequent on-the-job discussions with the ratee. Further 
meetings to clarify expectations should be held only when changes 

, have been sosubstsntialssto constitute anewassignment. 

To guide expectation setting, the rater may refer to appendix VIII, 
“Band I, II, and III Role Definitions,” which contains typical duties and 
responsibilities for each band level. 

Performance Standards 

1 

Each ratee must know the performance standards and critical ele- 
merits of his or her position. A critical element is a job dimension, 
such as planning, that is of suflicient importance that unacceptable 
performance in that component constitutes unacceptable performance 
of the job and may be the basis for reduction in band or removal. All 
dimensions rated are critical elements for the purposes of GAO’s 
performance appraisal policy. 

A rater should confirm that the ratee understands that his or her 
performance will be assessed on the standards set forth in this perfor- 
mance appraisal manual. The rater should instruct the ratee to 
become familiar with the performance standards; if a ratee does not 

. understand the standards, he or she is responsible for seeking clarifi- 
cation from the rater. 

Contributions to Goals 
and Performance 
Measures 

In addition to individual assignment goals, the rater should remind the 
ratee how his or her work contributes to GAO’s goals and performance 
measures. To the extent possible, raters should specify by example 
how a ratee’s work can directly affect unit teamwork, communica- 
tions, products, dollar savings, timeliness, cycle-time reduction, as well 
as quality, customer satisfaction, and other goals set forth in GAO’s 
Strategic Plan and the GAO Performance Renort. 
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Chapter1 
The Performance Mauagement Cycle 

Monitmhg 
Perfornhce and 
Providing Feedback - 

Once expectations are established, the rater should monitor perfor- 
mance and provide feedback to the ratee on his or her performance. 
Feedback can reinforce good performance or help improve perfor- 
mance that is below expectations. In other words, the feedback 
should allow the ratee to know current strengths and developmental 
needs and how his or her performance could be improved. However, 
feedback is not solely the responsibility of the rater. The ratee is 
responsible for actively seeking and receiving feedback 

Feedback should take place before the end of the appraisal period. 
Although feedback need not occur in a formal progress session, one or 
more progress review sessions may be beneficial to verify a shared 
understanding of expectations and the progress toward meeting them. 
A progress review session is especially appropriate and recommended 
when the rater has concerns about a ratee’s performance. 

When monitoring performance, the rater is encouraged to keep brief 
notes on the ratee that reflect both positive accomplishments and 
instances where developmental needs are present. This facilitates 
more accurate and complete performance appraisals. 

Conduct&g the 
Appraisal Session 

After the appraisal is completed by the rater and reviewed and signed 
by the designated reviewer, the rater must provide a copy of the 
appraisal to the ratee and should discuss the basis for the appraisal 
with the ratee. 
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Chapter 2 

‘. PWformance Appraisal Policy 

0 

:,. 

This chap&r deskibes who should be appraised, when appraisals are 
due, who should prepare the appraisal, the responsibilities of eakh 
i@vldual involved in the appraisal process, and grievance.procedures 
for ratees who are unsatisfied with their appraisal. 

I. ,.s, 

Who”is Appraised drnd G. enerally, kp$r&xls’ for &$f 9’ b&s I Full-Perfqmance Level, II, 

When Apprai&s axe and III are to be prkpared’ annually. The appraisal period begins 

Dtie 
October 1 and ends September 30. If an employee has been on 
duty at least 30 stafTdays during the annual appraisal p?riod (a 
staff day is 8 hour& charged to one job code), th& ,$he employee 
must be appraised. Appraisals ‘should be completed (written, 
reviewed, and dikussed wiy the ratee) at the conclusion bf the 
appraisal period’ or in sufficiknt time so that they can be used in the 
annual as&ssm&t process. 

Exceptions to ‘an annual appraisal include the following: 

l Appraisals should be prepared at,the end of an &signment lasting 
more than 30 staff-days for Band I Developmental Level staff. Band I 
Developmental Level staffmust be appraised at least once each 6 
,months to support pay ksessment. 

l Appraisals should be prep&d whenever there is a change in ,the rater 
unless, the staff member and management agree that an annual ap- 
praisal would be more a@propriate. Lu 

l Appraisals may be prepared whenever supervisors and/or managers 
have performance concerns. See GAO Order 2432.1, Dealing With 
Unacceptable PerfoI?tuince, for guidance as to when this is appropri- 
ate. 

Who Prepares the 
Appraisal 

The performance appraisal form should be prepared by the person 
who is in the best position to assess the ratee’s performance. Usually, 
this is the ratee’s immediate supervisor--the same person whd sets 
expectation& and aSsign and reviews Work.- Howev&, the&nay be : 
circumstances which make it more appropriate or desirable for 
another person to assume the rating responsibility. In those cases, the 
designation of a rater other than the immediate supervisor should be 
done at the beginning of an assignment and must be acceptable to the 
ratee. ‘J’he ratee’s acceptance of me rater should be noted on the GAO 
Form 209. 

, 
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Chapter 2 
Perfommnce Appraisal Policy 

More Than On6 
Supervisor During a 
Rating Period 

If an employee has worked concurrently for more than one supervisor 
during the appraisal year, then the supervisors should decide who will 
prepare the rating. The rating preparation should be a collaborative 
process with each supervisor providing input on the employee’s 
performance. In cases when a supervisor has worked with the em- 
ployee for such a short period of time that he. or she does not have a 
basis for assessing the employee’s performance, the rating should be 
prepared based on the assessment of the other supervisor. 

Congressional Staff When assignments are expected to be short (4 months or less), the 
Assigmbents designated rater in the home unit will prepare the performance ap- 

praisal and should obtain information from the supervising congres- 
sional staff member concerning the employee’s performance. When ‘. 
the assignment is expected to continue for a major portion of the 
appraisal period, typically the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) 
arranges for a supervisory congressional staff member to prepare the 
appraisaLusing the GAO forms and standards. In this instance, OCR 
reviews the appraisal, provides any additional comments, and for- 
wards it to the employee’s home unit. However, if OCR is unable to 
arrange for the congressional staff member to prepare the perfor- 
mance appraisal, then the home unit should reach agreement with 
OCR on who will prepare the employee’s performance appraisal. 

Rater and Ratee. in 
the Same Band 

~~_ 

As the needs of the work require, a staff member may supervise 
and appraise the performance of a person in the same band. Al- 
though a rater and ratee may be in the same band, the reviewer 
must be in a higher band than the ratee. 

Responsibilities of 
the Ratee, Rater, 
and Reviewing 
Official 

Ratee The ratee is responsible for 

l participating with the rater in determining expectations; 

’ \ 

u 
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Chapter 2 
Performance Appra+~~ Policy ’ 

2%; .; l seeking clarification of expectations from the rater or suggesting 
,,a, 2 modifications to expectations when circtm~&~~ces have changed; 
‘i ., 

_.. l seeking feedback from the rater when appropriate; ,. ,. .a,’ : 
l becoming familiar with the performance standards for his or her band 

level; 

l notifying the rater of any facts or circumstances that should be consid- 
ered , when appraising performance;‘ 

l reviewing the appraisal for accuracy and completeness and signing 
the appraisal form, indicating that jt has been reviewed and dis- 
cussed with the rater; and _._. 

: . 
l adding any comments to the form that he or she considers perti- 

nent, such as clarifying facts or rater narrative or commenting on 
i the appraisal. 
2,. :., 

Rater The rater is responsible for preparing the ratee’s performance 
appraisal. Specifically, this responsibility includes 

l establishing expectations iyin the ratee, either orally or in writing, 
and revising them when circumstances warrant 

l monitoring ratee performance and providing feedback and coach- 
ing; 

l appraising performance against performance standards at the end 
of the appraisal period; and 

l making suggestions to improve the ratee’s performance or correct 
deficiencies. 

Reviewing Official The reviewing official is detennined by the employee’s unit man- _. 
agement. Reviewers must be at a band level higher than the ratee; 
there is no reviewer when the rater is the unit head. The review- 
ing offkial is responsible for 

l ensuring that the rater understands the performance system, 
knows how to properly preqare performance appraisals, is knowl- 

I 
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Chapter 2 
Performance Appraisal Policy 

‘. edgeable about applicable-performance standards, and maintains 
, reasonable- consistency in applying standards and 

l checking each appraisal to ensure that it complies with instructions 
and standards. 

If the reviewer believes that the rater has not properly applied the 
performance standards or that the narrative is not consistent with 
the rating, the reviewer may return the appraisal to the rater for 
additional justification or a change in the rating. If the rater and 
reviewer disagree on a rating and the reviewer has knowledge of 
the ratee’s performance or believes the rater has not properly 
applied the standards, the reviewer may assume responsibility for 
the rating on’ the dimension(s) in question. The reviewer will (1) 
obtain approval from thenext higher responsible official (if the 
reviewer is not the .unit head) and document the reasons and 
approval; (2) change.the rating for the dimension(s) in question; 
and (3)~,if necessary, provide the:appropriate narrative ,supp_ort for 
the revised rating. 

The appraisal form presented to the ratee will include only the 
final rating cleared by the reviewer. If the rater and the ratee 

, agree to change the appraisal after it has been signed by the 
reviewer, the appraisal must again be reviewed and approved by 
the reviewer. 

Grievance 
Procedures. for 
Performance 
Appraisals 

I&tees who are dissatisfied with their performance appraisal may file 
a formal grievance per GAO Order 2771.1, Administrative Grievance 
Procedure. When multiple units a&involved in a performance 
appraisal grievance process, the involved~unit managers will confer 
regarding who will serve as the deciding official. 
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Chapter 3 

Preparing thebAppraisal Form, for 
Band I and II Staff ’ ’ 

The rater should ensure that appraisal information is entered on GAO 
Form 563, “Performance Appraisal for Band I and II Employees” (see 
app. II). It is recommended that the automated version of GAO Form 
563, available on the LAN, be used. 

The rater should ensure that the introductory blocks of the form 
are completed. Instructions for completing the five parts of the 
form follow. 

Part I: Assignment Part I includes information on the assignment and the expectations 

Information and ’ established for the ratee. It may be prepared by the ratee and re- 

EXp@.AiOIlS 
viewed and amended as necessary by the rater. 

I 

J 

Assigr$n&t Information Part I(A) should briefly describe 

i the job(s), assignment(s), or project(s) covered by the appraisal or the 
phases in which the ratee participated and 

l any unusual characteristics or particularly significant factors relating 
to the complexity or difficulty of the assignment, for example, dead- 
lines, evaluation criteria, or staffing problems. 

Collateral duties, such as memberships on committees, special 
projects, or staff activities, may be included here if they occupy a 
significant amount of time. However, these are more appropriately 
included in the ratee’s “Contributions and Accomplishments State- 
ment” (GAO Form 223), which may be completed as a part of GAO’s 
Pay-for-Performance process. 

Expectations Summq Part I(B) should summarize the expectations for the ratee’s role and 
responsibilities and major work products, including evaluation plans, 
questionnaires, reports, ‘report chapters; or testimonies. 

Part II: Assessment 
cl 

In part II, the rater provides information on the ratee’s performance 

of Jbb Dimensions during the appraisal period on seven dimensions: 
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Chapter3 
Frepariw the Appraisal Form for Band I and II Staff 

. planning; 
l data gathering and documentation; 
l dataanalysis; ‘. 

l written communication; 
l oral communication; 
l .working relationships, teamwork, and equal opportunity; and 
l supervision, appraisal, and counseling (Band I Developmental Level 

excepted). 

Dimension definitions are the same for bands I ,and II, but all 
components of a dimension may not be typical of all band levels. 
(See app. III through V for definitions of the dimensions z&the 
performance standards.) 

Rating the Job Usmg the appropriate performance standards, the rater evaluates 
Dimensions the ratee’s performance in the relevant job’ dimension, using one of 

five levels: outstanding, exceeds fully successful, fully successful, 
needs improvement, ,and unacceptable. ,When assigning a rating 
level, the rater should use relevant information in part I and his or 
her knowledge of the ratee’s performance and accomplishments. If 
a ratee was not involved in a dimension or has not had sufticient 
experience to be rated in a dimension, the rater should note this 
under “no basis for evaluation.” 

After determinin g the relevant dimensions, the rater should focus 
on the ratee’s specific behaviors or accomplishments as the basis 
for the appraisal. Detailed standards for outstanding, fully success- , 
ful, and unacceptable are described in appendixes III through V 
For an “exceeds fully successful” rating, the ratee’s predominant 
performance for the period should exceed the fully successful 
rating but not fully meet the outstanding standard. For a “needs 
improvement” rating, the ratee’s predominant performance for the 
period should exceed the unacceptable rating but not fully meet the 
fully successful rating. 

The rater should check on, the form the box corresponding to the 
performance standard most nearly exemplifying the ratee’s pre- 
dominant performance in each dimension-that is, the ratee’s 
overall work behavior during the assignment or period. In making 
this determination, the rater should note that the performance 
standards were developed so that a ratee meeting expectatio& 
should be rated fully successful. The rater also should note that 
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Chapter 3 \ 
Preparixig the Apprabal Form ior Babd I and II Staff 

0 , 

I. 
k 

the performance @andards are not all-inclusive-the ratee need 

.‘, not perform all the activities or the exact activities described in the 
stkdards to be rated at a certain level. 

--Y c, 

. :  , ,  : : .  ‘_ ! , ,  <. 

Part Ilk” Rater’s, I.n part ILI, the rater provides an assessmentof the rateels perfor- 

Assessment of n-tame, which should include ,a summary narrative, and/or a dimen- 

Performance 
sion-specific narrative. 

A summary narrative covering performance and major accomplish- 
ments should be prepared for band I full-performance and band II 
staff. The summary narrative should not restate the assignment 
and expectations information in part I and need not address all of 
the dimensions rated. It should provide some examples of indi- 
vidual accomplishments and qualitative performance. The sum- 
mary narrative should not exceed the space provided on GAO 
Form 563, and a 12-pitch font should be used. 

A dimension-specific narrative should be prepared for (1) each 
dimension rated in part II covering the performance and major 
accomplishments of band I developmental level staff and (2) any job 
dimension rated below fully successful, regardless of the band level. 
When preparing a dimension-specific narrative, the rater should use 
side headings for each dimension being addressed and provide narra- 
tive justification for the ratings in part II, including individual accom- 
plishments and qualitative performance. One side of one page may be 
attached for continuing the narrative. 

Additional documentation is usually required to support an opportu- 
nity period notice or a performance-based action following ratings of 
unacceptable. (See GAO Order 2432.1, Dealing With Unacceptable 
Performance.) 

Part IV Signatures Both the ratee and the rater should sign the appraisal form in the 
spaces provided. (See ch. 2 for details on the role of the reviewer.) 
The rater’s and reviewer’s typed names and .b~andiSI?S should aLso 
appear on the form. After the rater gives the ratee the appraisal 
and discusses it with the ratee, the ratee should sign the appraisal 
form. By signing, the ratee does not indicate agreement with the 

, 

appraisal but acknowledges that he or she has read it. . 
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Chapter 3 
Preparing the Appraisal Fom for Band I and II Staff 

Part V Ratee 
Comments 

The ratee may submit comments within 5 calendar days of being 
presented with the rating. These comments are not limited to the I 
space on the form. 
appraisal. 

Ratee comments become a permanent part of the 
The appraisal is final after 5 calendar days of the ratee 

being presented with the rating unless, the rater extends the commknt 
period. If.the commentperiod &extended, the appqisal is final at the 
time the comments are due. 
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Chapter 4 

Preparing the Appraisa1.Fo.m for Band III 
Staff 

The rater should ensure that appraisal information is entered on 
GAO Form 175, “Performance Appraisal for Band III Employees” 
(see app. VI). It is recommended that the automated version of 
GAO Form 175, available on the LAlU, be used. ,, 

.The rater should ensure that the introductory blocks of the form 
are completed. Instructions for completing the seven parts of the 
form follow. 

Part I: Description’ Part I should be completed by the ratee and reviewed and 

of WoHdDutied amended, as necessary, by the rater. Information regarding the 

Responsibilities 
type of work, duties, and responsibilities of the ratee during the 
appraisal period should be’ included in this section. Appropriate 
information includes 

.i\ 

l the ratee’s overall assignment objectives, role in the unit, and work 
load (number of jobs); 

. . 
l complexity of assignment(s) undertaken; 

l number of staff supervised; 

l number of agencies affected by the ratee’s responsibility; 

l degree of supervision received; and 

l unique characteristics of individual assignments or area(s) of 
responsibility. 

Collateral duties, such as memberships on committees, special 
projects, or staff activities, may be included here if they occupy a 
significant amount of time. However, they’ are more appropriately 
included in the “Contributions and Accomplishments Statement” 
(GAO Form 223) which ,may be completed as a part of the annual 
Pay-for-Performance process. 

Part I also is tied to document established expectations. A sum- 
mary of the expectations including the ratee’s role and responsibili~ 
ties and major work products is to be included in part I. 
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Chapter 4 
Preparing the Appraisal Form for Band III Staff 

Part II: Major 
Results/ 
Accomplishments 

The ratee may complete part II or .attach GAO Form 223, “Em- 
ployee Statement of Contributions and Accomplishments,” instead 
of completing part II. 

Achieved In completing part II, the ratee should identify the major results or 
~accomplishmenta sachieved during the appraisal period and explain 
their importzince or impact. There is no limitation on the number of 
accomplishments that can be listed; however, the infoimation must 
not exceed the space provided. It is recommended that only mqior 
accomplishments be listed. The ‘accomplishments do not necessarily 
have to relate to a specific job dimension or to an established expecta- 
tion. For example, an accomplishment might relate to a collateral 
duty that may not be clearly addressed in any other part of the ap- 
praisal. The.narrative explaining the significance of each accomplish- 
ment is more important than the number of accomplishments listed. 

Part III: Assessment 
of Job Dimensions 

In part I.II,,the rater provides information on the ratee’s perfor- 
mance during the appraisal period on six dimensions: . 

l planning; 
l project implementation; 
l communications; 
l external relations;, 
l teamwork, working relationships,, and performance management; 

and 
l organization management. 

Rating the Job 
Dimensions 

Using the performance standards, the rater rates each relevant job 
dimension, using one of five levels: outstanding, exceeds fully 
successful, fully successful, needs improvement, and unacceptable. 
When assigning a rating, the rater should use relevant information 
in parts I and II and his or her knowledge of the ratee’s perfor- 
mance and accomplishments. If a ratee was not involved in a 
dimension or has not had sufficient experience to be rated in a 
dimension, the rater should note this under “no basis for evalua- 
tion.” 

Since band III duties vary widely, instances may occur when a . 
band III ratee performs in a dimension that has not been specified. 
In this instance, the duties should be specified and appraised under 
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Chapter 4 ; 
.Preparing the Appraisal Form for Band III Staff 

._ 
., 

“other.” This dimension, however, is to be used only to appraise the 
performance of ?:,ratee assigned special or umrsual duties. This 
dimens!on should. be,,agreed to when expectations are set at the 
start of the apprais$ period. ,or wh,~ ,the special or unusual duties 
tie ‘assigned.. Space js provided on GAO Form 175 for rating other, 
specified dimensions. 

After determining the relevant dimensions, the rater should focus 
on the ratee’s specific behaviors or.accomplishments as the basis 
for. the appraisal. ,De+led etandards for outstanding, fully success- 
ful, and unacceptabie are de&bed in appendix VII. For an “exceeds 
fully successful” rating, the ratee’s predominant performance for the . . ._ ̂ . 
period should exceed the fully successful rating but not fully meet the 

“!,I? outstanding standard. For a “needs improvement” rating; the ratee’s 
. . : predominant performance for the period should exceed the unaccept- 

ablerating but,not fully meet the fully successfulrating. 
,; 

.:’ 
The rater should check on the form the box corresponding to the 
performance standard most nearly exempli@ing the ratee’s pre- 
dominant performance in etih dimension-that is, the ratee’s 
overall work behavior during the assignment or period. In making 
this determination, the rater should note that the performance 
standards were .developed so that a ratee meeting expectations 
should be rated fully successful. The rater also should note that 
the performance standards are not all-inclusive-the ratee need 

I 

not perform all the activities or the exact activities described in the 
standards to be rated at a certain level. 

Part IV Rater’s 
Assessment of 
Performance 

A narrative summary is not required to support ratings at or above 
fully successful. The rater may opt to provide a brief summary of 
the qualitative performance observed in producing the n@or 
results/actiomphshments recorded in part II. 

(Optional) 

Each dimension rated below fully successful requires narrative sup- 

Ratings Belbw F’ully ported by examples. Additional documentation is usually required to 

Successful 
support an opportunity period notice or a performance-based action 
following ratings of unacceptable. (See GAO Order 2432.1,Dealing 
With Unacceptable Performance.) 
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7-l \ 

Part VI: -Signatures Both .the ratee and the rater should sign the appraisal form m the 
spaces provided. (See ch. 2 for details on the role of the reviewer.) 
The rater’s and reviewer’s typed names and band/SES should also 
appear on the form. After the rater gives the ratee the appraisal 
and,discusses it with the ratee, the rake should sign the appraisal 
form: By signing, the ratee does not indicate agreement with the 
appraisal but acknowledges that he or she has read it. 

When the rater is the unit head, there is no reviewer. In these 
cases, oxily the signatures of the rater and the rake are required. 

Part .JXL: Ratee The ratee may submit comments within 5 calendar days of being 

Comments presented,w$tb the rating. These comments are not limited to the 
space on the form. Ratee comments become a permanent part of the 
appraisal. The appraisal is linal after 5 calendar days of the ratee 
being,presented with the rating unless,. the rater extends the comment 
.period. :.Ifthecomment,period~isextended, the appraisal is final at the 
time the comments are due. 

i . 
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Appendix I 

GAO Form 209; Expectation Setting Record 

ej 
I., 
I 

GAO 
unitedstateuoenemlAccoantisg~l!e 

Expectation Setting Record 

2JobDhmn~mdP 
BndpBrtBmann~ 

SWwlnbrbr to k umd h wdmtln# prtlommnm (m h job dbnonolone 
l BntfBrthbllhBpBrfomlBn8B rp$mM monlm1) 

2 Howl~l~cmhrlpmhlmm rpproprlrtr 010 BtmtB#lo gob md pBrbmmnBB llmnum.. 
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Appendix II 

GA!! Forin 563, Performance Appraisal for 
Band I and II Employees 

, 
_- , 

ti&&s~~GeneitiAccom~oma 
GAO “” Performance Appraisal for 

Band I and II Employees . 

l.Nema 
P- a. DhMonmnoe 
I 

4.rwhgPub4 
I 

~b.TmalslalfDaya 

Fronx To: 
I 

Pul I(A) Awl#nmm I- . Dworlb5. (1) lob WlbW. code(5). wmmsry d awigrment(a) o4wtivw and (2) any iwwal I54 
ohamct5ll5tkeortaotoKiotoomplaxlty. 

Part II. -m ol Job Mmuulo~ FWew the Pehmance AppmW System Manual for the petimmnm atan&&.. Pbm 
a chsok In box that best dembw f5tw’s performance. NAmtive mugt be pmvided in part III. 

(OAO order 5450.1) GAO Pam SW utev. lol9T) 
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Appendix II 
GAO Fqrm 563, Performawe Apprahl for Band I and”II Employeer@eveme Side) 

Rater 

Thes@mtumdthemterandrateelndicatethatthe 
petfom’anoe. By signing, the ratee does not neceesart T 

rahialhasbwndi8cwedandtheratwwas-tedonhismer 
tndkxte agreement with the appraisal. 

put V. Rein Connnenla (optiwal): Addtttonal pages may be added. 
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Appendix III 

Performwee Standards: 

- 

P\ Band I-Development@ Level 1 

, I  4.: 

:  ;’ 

,  ‘: 
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1. Planning 

Includes identif’ying areas of review that will lead to improved government opera?ons-such as the potential for dollar savings 
and/or nonfinancial benefits to the government and taxpayer, ascertaining congressional interest, and contributing to issue 
area plans including the job compendium; using approprtate planning tools, planning the resoumes needed for specific 
assignments, in&ding the need for technical assistance; determining the scope and objectives of assignments (coordinating 
work to avoid conflict and duplication, id&Mying alternatives and constraints to planned work, sources of information, and 
methodology); designing the method(s) of communication to the customer% needs; terminating unproductive work; /earning 
and applying GAO policy and generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) governing work; and p/arming own 
work time. 

Band I (DeveloDmental Level1 Performance Standards 

Frequently: Usually: Almost Alwa*s: : 

Overlooks or fails to identify important and relevant Locates information sources needed to accomplish 
information sources needed to accomplish detailed detailed project steps within established titi tit&s, 

Ide@fies important and relmt information sources 

project steps or duplicates work on the subject that including information available from pastand cur- 
needed to accomplish detailed project steps ahead 

is available. 
of schedule and avoids duplicative work on the sub- 

rent work on the st@ject. i=t. 

identifies and selects informaiion sources for a Determines availability of needed Information and 
ways to obtain it within established time frames. 

Determines principal’ and alternative sources of 
project that are infeasible or unavailable. needed infdhnation and develops waygto obtain it 

ahead of established tiiiie frames. ’ ,. 

Demonstrates Jittle or fails to apply knowledge of DiiPlays knowledge ofGA0 policies and procedures Demonstr@es detailed knowledge of GI@ p~i&i& 
GAO policies-and procedures and GAGAS neces- (including the di.mensions o?.qualii) and, GAGAS 
saty to perfoF!job and administrative functions. 

and ;procedures j (IncludinQ the dini&&& of :-, 
anduses such knoyt$ge lri perfgrming administra- ,., quality)and GAGAS and tip@& s&h kho&dge to 
tive and job ftinctlons. improve administrative and job fun+ns. 

PerformsldayTto-day activities without considering PlahS Eind manages own work;.yrks OII tasks as-- Establishespriority of tasks in teims’of,importance. 
relative priorities, contingencies, or time constraints. signed as most important an! &gent and completes and time needed and manages ti6rk a&&S tic- ‘. 

; : workwithiti e&bliih6d timeframes. c@ingly, comple+g work ahead of schedule. 

Encounters constraints in project work but does not 
- . 

Identifies constraints or risks in project work and in- Maintains contact with and coordinates own work 
inform or coordinate with others to resolve delays or forms others to accomplish assigned tasks-in a timely 
problems. .Mmr. .“. : 

gnd.problems encountered wfth others who need to 

know. Suggests mitigation strategies to accomplish 

, tasks in a timely manner. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) lo/l/B7 



1. Plannlng 

Band l (Develoomental Level) Petformance Standards (Continued) 
,_ . . 

Frequently:! Usually: Almost Always: 

OvetfoOks issues with potential for dollar savings and/ 
.or nonfinancial benefits orfaiis to plan audiievalua- 

Identifies @J& with potential for, and plans work 

tion &?ps necessary to fully develop them; 
-steps thatlead to, doilai’&vl6,gs and/or nonfinan- 

Identifies issues,and plans W&k steps that ptidde 

ciai benefits. ’ ~. 
re+lts in tedof dollar savings and/& &financial 
benefits to the government and taxpayers. 

if 
Demonstrates little knowledge of planning tools (such Understatid& and uses planning tools (such as the 

.’ :_ 

2 
as the job assessment, de@gnmatrtx and project ‘. 
-planning software) and fails to understand their role 

jotiassessme$ *sign matrix and project planning 
~ndsinnovatlve ways t’o us&‘piannirig.tocls (such as 
the job assessment, de& ‘fiat&and fir$ject plan- 

‘in achieving desired outcomes related to time, cost. 
software) that help the team w  commibnefit @es ~ ning $oftware)to maximize thdir v&&~‘h&itig to 

and quaiit$ 
and &St e&nates. meet commitment dates and cost estimates and. 

coachesothers in the tiork area to use them more 
effectively..r \- 

I -----m-e 
5 I -L, ----- I.-----_ F--I-mBT-LTTI : .- 

1 2 ..’ 3 4 
Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds.Fully Sirccessful 

5 

Outstanding 

- ;  

. ”  

‘, 

‘Y 

~ . .  



2. Data Gatherlng and Dbcumentation 

Acquiring and documenting relevant data to develop supportable:findings, conclusions and recommendations or otherwise 
fu/fi// project objectives, including reseamhing and idenfifyfng data sources and data collection strategies, identifying missing 
data, and ensuring that dafa are current and accurate. 
organize and manipu/ate data. 

Learning and applying cunent automated tools to collect, share, 

documentation. 
Fo/@ving GAO policies and procedures when preparing a// forms,. andproject or administrative 

. :  

c 
s 

Frequently: 

.= 
.  

- .  
:  ,  

. -  

. : ;  ,_P’ i 3 

.+ 1,:. 

Band I fDevelodmental Level1 Perfchnatwe Staidalrda ’ 

..<. ;  

’ !  - .  .  .  .  

Usually: 

Identifies anduses the appropriate data collection 
methods for produclng,qualfty products that meet 

Identifies and uses the most appropdate data col-. 

commitment dates. 
lectton methods for producing quality products within 

-_ ‘.“I.. .i or ahead,of agreedspon deadlines. Helps others ?o 
exp&fi&ata gathering; : ‘1 ’ .. ’ T .- 

Ide$iiis appropriate data sources; obtains &van! 
‘., ‘1 :, . . .-- 2: < 

Does not use the appropriate data collection meth- 
ods which adversely affects product quality and de- 
lays completion of work. 

Chooses an incomplete or inappropriate data-gath- 
ering approach or submits documentation’that is’un- 
reliable. Fails to follow up to obtain missing data or 
conducts ineffective follow-up. 

’ 

Submfts workpapers that are assembled indexed 
and cross-indexed in a manner that make\ verffical 
tion impossible. (For Developmental staff, this oc- 
curs even after extensive coaching.) 

$ ? 
1 

Does not contribute required documentation for the 
Job Management and Project File. : 

.> 

, : 

and reliabledata within specified time frames. ~ 
ldentf fie&approptiate data sources&d obtains rel- .. 
evant data to sustain supportable conclusions ahead 
of specified time frames and In the most co&e&c: -’ 

‘:, tiie manner; organizes datato ensure reader under- 
s&ding. ,‘. ‘. .; % _.,. 

Assembles, indexes, and cross-indexes workpapers 
properly and efficiently to facilitate analysis. Orga- 

Assembles, Indexes, and cross-indexes workpapers 
Documentation Is 

nizes workpapers to support the preparation of wdt- 
to expedtte subsequent analysis. 

ten summarf;~ or report segments. .: 
readily translated Into sumrfiarf& to support segments 

., _ of the audjt/project, and critical data is readiljtdtffer; ’ 
entiated from,other evldenceNfth &&than-normal 
level of supervisory review. Workpapers stand on 
their ~wfi~with4ttle or no need for elaboration. 

Contributes requfmd documentation for the, Job _: Contdbutes required documentation for the Job Man- 
Management-iiid.Project Fife. agement and Project File and helps others to pre- 

pare proper documentation. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 
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2. Data Gathering and Documentation 

Band I !Developmentil~l;evel) P&formance Standa 
:: 

rds (Contlnw ., I;- , . . . 

Frequently:. 

: 
: 

Usually: ..Ah&tAlwayrr: ‘-, .’ _. ,” ,, 

Uses available ADP resources (e.g., computer, 
Internet, ag?ncy data bas8s) to obtain, create, store, -. 

e?eks bpportunities to enhance .d&ta gathering 

sh&$nd access,d@~::‘~“‘. . . . . 
through innovative; us6 W ADP resources&#& 

i . i - ing learning new technology. . 
,;, 

-- I 

Resists learning and/or using available ADP resources 
(such as computer, Internet, agency data bases) to 
accomplish work. 

f ” 

3 
I& unaware of or ignores GAO policies and prOce- 
dures related to ensuring reliability and complete- 
ness of computer-based data. 

: i 

-I Misleads other staff metibers due to in&omp!+e or 
inaccurate background reseaich. 

Prepares inaccurate or incomplet(3 administrative 
documentation. 

Requires extensive supervision or coaching to com- 
plete data gathering or documentation. Does not 
recognize the need for or seek help from supervisor, 

. .  
. . I  

Applies %A0 poliii& and pr&%du& & apiropri- 
1. / ,...“” y., 

ate, to ensure reliability and completeness of corn-; 
Applies t&highest professional standards when 

puter-based data and analysis. 
applying GAO policies and procedures to ensure the 
- reliibilii and csrnpleteness df~&mptier-bas6d’data 

c m~ulJhg inconsistentfytroubl&free h&flin$j i>f ‘data. 
:I a-..’ L “(,i. ., 

Conducti relevaiit .r&&h.to Identify background 
iiifotitibn on f&&sly used da&&J da& c&c- ’ 

&&es &viously Wean&d dat,&oilectfofi inett\- 

tion methods and techniques, and applies informa- ; 
ods or techniques for use on the current assignment. 

tion to the current assignment. -Performs complete. 
S~.h.modificatbns are new or uniqtie and result in 
decreased3zalendiirtim.e &co&. , x ’ “i ~ 

ancj&&&e&j-~& : ,,, :. LA .,_, ,:t j. ’ -+ :I -. 
*-: ;- 

PiebareS %mliistrative dtiume&ation ret&&g 
minimal revision. 

P&a&s comp& and accurate administratiiedocu- 
,-menttitlon; -la-consulted by peers to provide clear 
guidance in meeting GAO requirements. 

---. : . be 

Requin&&averag6 &&mt of&pen&ion or &ch- 
ing to complete data gathering or documentation, 

Requires little or no supekision to complete data 

typical of the staff member’s progression in the band 
gathering or documentation, typical of the staff 

level. Seeks help from supetvisor when needed. 
member’s progression,in the band level. Discovers 
and resolves problems, getting concurrence from 
supervisor - 

‘, _ 
‘> ‘. .( 4 

,.. . . P. .. 

I  

- - -m-- -w 

I  

-  - - - -  TLl-y - - - -  1 _I 2 3 - - l - - - - - - - - I  

4 5 
Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful Outstanding 
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3. Data Analysis 

Organizing, tabulating, contrasting, andsynthesizing data orinfomration to produce findings, conclusions, dind recommendations; 
using computer tools to support analysis;applying pmt3ssionallyaccepted anatyticat techniques (statistica& economic, accounting, 
and so on); determining valid@ reliability, and quality of data and the adequacy of evidence supportfng findings or conclusions, 
including those in GAO’S own work. 

Band I (Develoumental Level1 Pertormance Standards 

Frequently: , Usually: Almost Always: . 

Does not complete work byself-established and mu- I Completas workby agreedupon deadlines. Is aware 
tually agreed-upon deadlines. Rarely makes sug- 

Completes work on or ahead of agreed-upon dead- 

gestions on bob to expedite data analysis. 
of time constraints and suggests ways to expedite. = tines. kelps others to’expedl@analysis.‘ 
ar@ysts.. . “. 

. 
.’ 

‘~’ r 

Chooses or applies an analysis strategy inapproprl- Devises or applies an analysis strategy that ad- Devises or applies an analysis plan that provides a 
ate to the objectives of the evaluation: includes irrel- dresses the objectives of the evaluation and helps 
evant analysis; overiooks job constraints. 

unlquesolution to complex evaluation objectives that 
to produce a high quality product that meets com- 
mitment dates. Makesprovision for typical job’con- 

have eludedprevious attempts at solution. : 
. c 

straints. 

Conducts inappropriate analyses (using an improper, 
overly complex, or simplistic ttihnique) for the.job. 

Condu$s appropriate analyses using the proper tech- Conducts analyses using unique or neti t&niq&$ 
niques (for example~lnformatton synthesis;content 
analysis, statistics, econometrics, operattoris re- 

orcomblriesirifor&tton in pmductlvewa~toachieve 
job objeHtves. 

search, modeling; accounting, and so on). 

Conducts analyses requiring many changes by the 
supervisor to meet project objectives. 

Conducts analyses requiring file changeby the su- Completes own a&yses~r@&tng$tle~if any change 
per&or to meet project objectives. ‘- by the suf%vkoi’and & i$nsulted ‘by’ others to 

troubleshoot and Mentify errors in their work. 

Interprets, summarizes, or reports statistical analy- Interprets, summarizes, or reports statistical analy- 
ses incompletely, incorrectly, or in a confusing man- ses correctly and in a way that others can under- 

Interprets,~mplex statistical data correctly; summa- 
rfzes and &ports statisttcal anatyses clearly and com- 

ner. stand. . ptetely; provides data in a format that is understood 
by both professionals and lay people. 

(Continued on Next Page) 10/1/97 
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Frequently: 

3. Data Analysls 

.. :, 

Band I (De\ielppent~l Level) Perfprmance Standards Eontlriuecj) . 
‘, .,. .‘, : 

Usually: A@@ Always: 

Chooses an,inappropriate research methodology, Chooses an appropriate research methodology, data 
data analysis, or software package; cannot justify analysis, or softuiampackage; justffresdectsiohs. 

S~lects’.~search,.mg!hodology that istechnically 

decisions. 
’ , ,sound&d.efft&ent and f%vfdes a convin&g ratio- 

nale for the choice. 

Has difficulty deciding if evidence gathered is suff i-‘ 
cient. Fails to gather an adequate amount of evi- 

Determinesif evidence gathered is sufficient. Gath- Gatliers error-free evidence that meets all require- 

dence or evidence lacks relevance to the audii steps/. 
er$ an adequate amount of evidence that is relevant 
tothe audit steps/project objectives. 

ments’desf@heavy tiorkload; the ability t&vork 
,:* ’ 

project objectives. 
; independently, com$exity, de~dlines;or’acon;;i;ina- 
tion of these factors. 

Gathers more data than needed, or data that are 
not relevant to assignment objectives. 

Gathers data efficiently, avoidingthe time,and ex- . 
pense of gathertng extraneous information. .’ 

Gathers data in a highly efficient mannerwith most 
informat@ dkec?ly resf&i&e to assignment objet- 

. . - ._ tivesl- m- , , c 

. - ;  
-L . . a  ‘- 

Fails to recognize that data are weak or problem- Evaluates the .quanttty and quality of evidence to 
atic, even after having several opportunities to do determine if it satisfies the requirements of individual 

Is consulted by supervisors and peers to examine 
data or analyses to klentyI and correct weaknesses 

so. Cannot identify serious gapsor eeaknesses in .:, piojectobje@ves. f+termines.if dataaresufficient ahd&tir6 that alijob objectives&e met. 
evidence or determine what evidence is needed to J .. to draw proper conclusions and recommendations. +: 

. . ,. ‘. 

satisfy individual project objectives without constant and, if not, follows up. 
supefvision. 

- 1. 

Fails to appropriately consider findings of fact, weight 
of evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO standards 

Appropriately considers findings offact, weightof * 
evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO standards when 

Does ortginai or uniquework when analyzing data, 

when drawing conclusions, resuiting in extensive dis- drawing conclusions, resulting in liile need for dis- 
drawing conclusions, and developing recommend& 

cussion and revision; draws conclusions’based on 
.#ons, espedalty fortimplexor sensitive evaluations. 

cussion and rev&n; draws condusions on complete, 
incomplete, inaccurate, or outdated information; is accurate, and up-to-date information; is prepared for 
poorly prepared for challenges. challenges. 

, : ,  - .  .  : .  

,  

_’ - .  ’ 

I  

(Continued on Next Page) 
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4.Wrltten Communlcatlon 

Preparing and reviewing a variety of WrMen products in collaboration with others including issue.area and assignment plans, 
interview write-ups, wqrkpapers, workpaper summaries, report segments, chapters, tech&a/ appendixes, complete reports 
or testimotig data collection instruments, internal and external correspondence, administrative documentation ,of all types, 
including performance appraisals, and speeches and professional articles. 
and process GAO products. 

Using automated capabilitties to develop, review, 

Band I @evelohental Level1 Performance Standards 

i 
% 

Frequently: 

Prepares written products that are incomplete, inac- 
curate, illogical, or are untimely, or fail to achieve 
project objectives. Prepares products that do not 
conform to GAO policy guidance. Uses incomplete 
sentences and incorrect grammar and spelling.-- 1.. 

Submits superficial interview write-ups lacking docu- 
mentation to support comparisons, clarity, and cov- 
erage; providing insufficient details for use as evi- 
dence; or containing factual errors. 

I Prepares summaries that are poorly developed and 
hard to understand; fail to focus attention on the 
main-issues; and require correction by the supervi- 
sor. Develops conclusions and recommendations 
unsubstantiated by supporting information. 

Usually: Almost Always: 

Prepares written products that are accurate, objec- Prepares written products that are accurate, objec- 
tive, complete, timely, and clear; uses sufficient ex- tive, complete, timely, and clear. Prepares products 
amples to support conclusions and recommenda- on or ahead of schedule. Prepares intermediate prod- 
tions. Prepares products that contribute to orcan 
be incorporatedInto final products with some revi: 

ucts, such as workpaper summaries and chapters, 
that require no substantlve changes, provide sup- 

sion and that conform to GAO policy guidance (In- port for or can be eastjy incorporated into the next 
eluding the dimensions of quality). Uses complete . phase or the final product, and that comply wfth GAO 
sentences and correct grammar and spelling. policy guidance (lnclu’dlng the dimensions of qual- 

ity). Uses complete sentences and correct grammar 
and spelling. 

Prepares interview write-ups that may require some 
supervfsory revision but are accurate, provide suffi- 
cient detailsfor useras evidence, and meet expec- 
tations for coverage and ciartty 1 7 

Prepareswrftten summariesthat are complete, con- 
cise, accurate, and logical and require an average 
amount of supervisory revision. Encounters aver- 
age diifty incorporating several refate@+es and d~~sadeqilately~~~~uaancl-~ 

ommendations. 

Pmparestntervtewwrite-upsthatarecomptetefnevery 
respect and are clear,. logical, -and well organized 
and require minimal supervisoryrevision. 

_ Prepares wrftten summaries that are complete, con- 
-clse;:accurate, and logical and require minimal su- 
pervisory reviskn. Easily incorporates several related 

., fs+es and develops fully supported conclusions and 
mammmdatkns. 

.(Contlnued on Next Page) lo/1197 



c ! / 
4.Written Communication 

Band I IDeveloDmental Level) Performance Standards Kontlnued) :. 

Frequently: Usually: 

Prepares report segments that-are disorganized or 
diverge fmr ! ragreed-upon outline; Includes mislead- 
ing background4nformation’or presentation. Pre- 
sents issues unclearly so that the basis for conclu- 

ii 
sions and recommendations is not apparent. 

%i Does not use automated capabilities including graph- 
ics to improve on-the-job and message-related corn 
munication. 

Prepares report segments-that discuss relevant’is- 
sues and are well organized,, log@l, complet<,.and 
acWata 

Uses automated capabilities including graphics to 
improve on-the-job and message-related communi- 
catfon., . ; 

/ 

Almost Alwihys: ” 
: 

,: ,i 

Prepares welt-organized,:well-structured,.and logi-’ 
cal report segments; .Presen& multiple issues cfearfy 
and conclsefy so that readers easily understand find- 
ings, oonclusions&nd mcommendatlons. _, 

“.. : I. 

Makes~optfmafuse of automated t2apabtlfti&Anckrd~ 
fng graphics to.improve on-the-job and me&a@-& j 
latedcommuntcatlon. ” ’ 

: c p _ :. 

:. 
,Iy---T-T- 1 

-.l;’ 

Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful Outstanding 



5. Oral Communlcatlon 

Comrnunictifing upward and downward so fhat informafion ff ows freely and shared understanding mcurs; contributing to openness, 
honest)! mutual respect and cooperation that enhances et&five communication with other GAO Starr; communicating with 
agency personnel,- meeting with Members of Congress and their staffs; representing GAO to the public, private organizations, 
and the press; communicating complex technical informafion to clients. 

n” 
Band I (Develoumental Level1 Performance Standards 

m 

Is 
Frequently: Usually: ,. = Almost Always: 

Misstates questions or includes extraneous content, 
requiring excessive time for repetition and ctartfica- 
tion or failing to obtain needed information. 

Gathers incomplete information by asking questions 
inappropriate for the intenriew or discussion. 

-. 
: 

Lacks command of assigned portions of a briefing; 
.I fails to clearlyconvey the facts: ‘rambles or stumbles 

in response&to some questions. : 

Asks clear, concise, and logical questions Responds 
to comments in a definitive, objective, and mean-“- 

Probes, questions, or requests information so skill- 

ingful manner, acknowle.dging stated positions and 
fully that officials readily provide needed informa- 

perspectives. Does not ramble and observes appro- 
tion. Articulates so thatmisunderstandings and mis- 
concepttons do not occur. 

prlate time frames. > 

Elicits information from others by analyzing ongoing Extracts information that is sensitive and difficult to 
discussionC or interviews and asks appropriate fol- 
low-upquestiins, 

obtain. Gbtains information quickly and easily. De- 
-parts from prearranged outlines to Pursue relevant 

._ -,. I subjecta in greater depth<and still retum&o task at 
hand. Demonstrates such knowledge of subject 
matter that agency offils and employees converse 

. 
freetyon technical-matters.“ 

?: . . .‘. 

Presents assigned portion of: briefing byreviewing 
pertinent data and maklng.reference notes. Speaks 

Presentsassigned portion of bdeffng,%%refully tat- 

clearly and logically and’ responds to questions 
._ loring tothe conceniaend ‘time rejjuirements ‘of 

readily and accurately, 
the listener v&out overreliance on notes; presents 
a po&ive image when communicating with any type, 
level, or size of audience; uses demonstration tech- 

._ :; t _: niques, audio-visual aids, or sample/briefing matert- 
als expertly. 

(Continued on Next Page) lOll197 
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5. Oral Communlcatlon 

I- T 
: .. 

Band I KIevelopmental Level1 Performance Standards (Contu 

Frequently: ‘. 
:., 

Speaks timidly and fails to hold attention of audi- 
ence;’ ‘Does ri& detilonstrtiie an ability to “think 09 ., 
feet.” 

Usually: 

Is self-confident in appearance, at ease, and articu- 
late. Uses appropriate movements for emphasis. 
S~mmyfzes interview atid clarifies. issues, differ-.. 
ences, or misinterpretations. ,.. 

I 
--w-B--- 

l 
-------- 

, I 
---m---m ---i-.-m,; 

1 2 3 

1 .I,‘.::... 

Unacceptable -Needs Improvement 

4, .: .. 5. .:; 

Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successftil Outstand& .- 
I, 

:: 
._- 

,. 
.r 

. 

Almost Always: 

PresenWions~lciLaresuchthate~~~~~~.leads 
the discussion dr meeting;:’ ~ ‘- 

i, :, 

\ 
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0 e, 
G.Teamwork,Working Relatlonshlps, and Equal Opportunity (EO) 

Demonstrating support for and promoting collaborative efforts to achieve mission requirements, satisfy cus(omer needs, and 
meet common goals. Promoting teamwork which includes helping each other meeting commffmenfs, valuing ideas and 
suggestions of others, communicating openly and&did& encouraging others to participate h//y in discussfons; andemploying 
techniques for problem solving, decision making, and recognizing the contributions of both individuals and teams. 

Establishing and maintaining effective and constructive working relationships with a// stakeholders and others both inside 
and outside GAO. 

Ensuring that principles of equal opportunity are properly observed. 

I Band 1 IDeveloumental Level) Performance Standard8 

s 
Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Fails to support cooperative projects or those cho- Collaborates with coworkers and others; adjusts to Promotes teamwork and cooperation especially in 
sen by group consensus, putting own interests ahead different working styles, approaches and perspec- frustrating, difficult, or provocative situations; antici- 
of the group’s; does not perform well as part of a tives. Does his/her part of assigned workload; pates potential conflicts and addresses them directly 
team by refusing to exchange infomtation, belittling proactivaly assists others as needed to meet team and effectively; is gracious inexpressing own views 
the suggestions of others, or ignoring:group deci-- -objectives. Meetsconiimitments. when dealing with others. Willingly accepts addi- 
sions. Hesitates or refuses to take on additional or tlonal or diiutt responsibilities, requesting challeng 
difficult work or to help coworkers; relies excessively ,,- trig, novel, or unusual assignments; proactively helps 
on assistance from others. Does not meet commit- coworkers. Meets commftments. Models exemplary 
ments. 

_’ 
work behaviors and mentors others to enhance their 

Z.’ performance. 

Does not listen constructively to others; expresses Listens consku&ely to others; expresses own ideas Actively contributes to the quality of team discus- 
views in a cohfusing way; does not respect the indi- so asto,be clearly understood, respects others when sions and interactions; enlarges horizons and per- 
vidual when expressing disagreements. Is conten- expresstng disagreements i Freely shares infqrma- specttve of others in discusslons; promotes consen- 
tious or divisive in team discussions and interactions. *’ tidn’@ddevelopments within and outside ofthe work 
Resists sharing information or skills, placing self in- group when appropriate. 

sus building.-Takes initiative to get others up to speed 
~ on complex issues and~subject4nattei. 

terest over group’s interests. : I_ 

Refuses to acknowledge or disparages contributions Provides informal and formal encouragement and Activety pursues approprfate recognition of individu- 
of others. Creates morale problems within group. recognition to others. .,,_ -: als’arid the team that signtficantty contributes to team 

morale. 

(Continued on Next Page) 



Frequently: 

G.Teamwork,Working Relationships, and Equal Opportunity (EO) 

Band I fDeveloDmental Level1 Performance Standards IContInued) 

Fails to acquire specialized or general skills in a timely 
manner which affects personal contributions or team 
productivity. Fails to provide opportunities to others 
to develop their knowledge, skills and abiliiies. Does 
not seek out reasonable personal developmental 
experiences. 

Subordinates team decisions and goals to tndiiual 
goals. 

Does not contribute to or works against a shared 
understanding of job objectives,’ roles and agreed 
upon message.in reports by not participating in or 
by exhibiting counterproductive behavior in job-re- 
lated design summits, conferences, etc. 

Shows discourtesy or disrespect to coworkers and 
others; acts in a condescending manner; violates or 
breaks confidences; fails to tolerate others’ needs, 
perspectives, duties, or responsibilities. 

Reacts to constructive feedback with hostility orde- 
fensiveness; attempts to shift blame or responsibil- 
ity for mistakes. 

Usually: 

Develops or builds on specialized or general skills to 
further team objectives. Provides opportunities to 
others to develop their knowledge, skills, and abili- 
ties. Seeks necessary personal training and devel- 
opmental experiences. 

Contributes to a sharedunderstanding of job objw 
tlves, roles and agreed upon-message in reports by 
actively participating in job&a&d design summits,. 
conferences, etc. 

Demonstrates respect and concern for others to 
strengthen and maintain effective worktng relatlon- 
ships. Develops constructiie working relationships 
with people whose goals, culture, background, or 
‘values diier from own. _.. : ‘,-, ’ r ,- 

Responds constructlvety to feedback. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 

Almost Always: 

Actively looks for ways to offer opportunities to oth- 
ers to develop knowledge, skills and abilities. Iden- 
tifies the need for and fosters acquisition of knowl- 
edge and skills that support short-range and tong- 
range needs. 

Values contributions and support for team decisions 
and goals while accommodating indlldual goals. 

Makes Significant contributions to a shared under- 
standing of job objectives, roles and agreed upon 
message inreports by actively participating in job- 
related design summits, conferences, etc. Contrtb- 
utesusefultdeas,workstow&lconsensuaandmoves 
the discussion toward solutions. 

Demonstrates respect and concern for others’to 
strengthen and maintain effective working relatlon- 
ship+ Is extremely active in seeking out and help- 
ing o?hem to.pmvkfe support and servesasa’role~ 1 
,modelthrough personal actions;,Tleatsothers filth 
dignity; seeksto understandand demonstratesre- 
spect for the needs, perspectives, and responsibili- 
ties,of.othera; maintains confidences; develops con- 
structive working relationships with people whose 
goa&@+ background, or values diier from own. 

Is highly responsive and open to feedback, encour- 
aging others to provfde suggestions for improvement 
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&Teamwork, Working Relatlonshlps, and Equal Opportunity (EO) 

Frequently: 

.+; 

Band l (Develoomental L;evel) Pedoiana Standards fcontlnuedj 
/ .- 

Usually: -AhnostAlways: 
Creates conflicts in work group; makes distinctions 
of race, sex, and so on and expresses an unwilling- 

Works harmoniously with mwo&ers, treating them 
.!. 

fairly regardless of race, sex, and so on; supports 
&&ety w&s to promote harmonywith c&orkers 

ness to work with certain people; does not support :-‘iurd~fuither$Affirrn+e &ion and, EQ goals.. wiJ$@ &&-tctions on the basisof. race:-s‘ex and SO 

if 

Aff @native Action or EO goals. e, ;-‘s ,‘. , .o~;,sUpp~tlts aqd.furthers-Affirmative Actim&md EO 

. g&Is; @qd:expresses a willlngn6sstowoti ih EO 

% 
-: 1, .prograrpsoractivities.. 

. . .i . . 

I  

I---- 
1 

Una&cep&ble Fully Successful Exc@edsLFul&~Succ&isfLI ” Out&n&g 

‘.. ; , “ .  

:  

.  .  .  .  :  
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1. Planning 

Includes identifying areas of review that will lead to improved government operations-such as the potential for’dollar savings 
and/or nonfinancial benefits to the government and taxpayer, ascertaining congressional tntenest, and contributing to issue 
area plans including the job comp&dium; using appropriate ptahning toots, planning the TesouTcBs need&d for specific 
assignments, including the need for technicalassistance; determining the scope and objectfves of assignments (coordinating 
work to avoid conflict and duplication, identifying alternatives and constraints to planned work, sources of fnfomration, and 
methodology); designing the method(s) of communication to the customer’s needs; terminating unproductive work; learning 
and applying GAO policy and generally acceptedgovernment auditing standards (GAGAS) governing work; andplanning own 
work time. 

Ql Band I (Full Pelfom\ance Level1 Performance Standard@ 

i 
t 

Frequently: 

Overlooks or fails to identify important and relevant 
information sources needed to accomplish detailed 
project steps or duplicates work on the subject that 
is available. 

Identifies and selects information sources for a 
project that are infeasible or unavailable. 

Demonstrates little or failsto apply knowledge of 
GAO policies and procedures and GAGAS neces- 
sary to perform job and administrative functions. 

Performs day-to-day activities without considering 
relative priorities, contingencies, or time constraints. 

Encounters constraints in project work but does not 
inform or coordinate with others to resolve delays or 
problems. 

Usually: Almost Ahways: : 

Locates information sources needed to accomplish Identifies important and relevant information sources 
detailed project steps wfthin established tfme frames, needed to accomplish detailed project steps ahead 
including information available from past and cur- of schedule and avoids duplicative work on the sub- 
rent work on the subject. ject. 

Determines availability of needed lnformation and 
ways to obtain it within established time-frames. 

Displays knowledge of GAO poliies and procedures 
(including the dimensions of quality) and GAGAS 
and uses such knowledge in performing administra- 
tive and job functions. 

Plans and.manages own work; works on tasks as- 
signed as most important and urgent and completes 
work within established time frames. 

Identifies constraints or risks in project work and in- 
formsotherstoaccomplishassignedtaslcshratimely 
manner. 

(Continued on Next Page) 

Determines principal and alternative sources of 
needed information and develops Ways to obtain tt 
ahead of established.tlme frames. 

Demonstrates detailed knowledge &GAO&licles 
and procedures (including the dimensfons of$alff) 
and GAGAS and applies such knowfedge to improve 
administrative and job functions. :,; 

. 

Establishes priority of tasks in termsp;fjmp&ance 
and time needed and manages wo~rk~activities ac- 
cordingly, completing inrork ahead of scheduie. 

Maintains contact with and coordinates o&:work 
and problems encountered with othem @need to 
know. Suggests mltfgatfon strategie& to accomplish, 
tasks in a timely manner. 

i ._. 



1. Planning 

Band I (Full Performance Level) Performance Standards (Continued) 

Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Overlooks issues with potential for dollar savings and/ Identifies issues with potential for, and plans work 
or nonfinancial benefits or fails to plan audit/evalua- steps that lead to, dollar savings and/or nonfinancial 

fdetitifies issues and plans work steps that provide 

tion steps necessary to fully develop them. benefiis. 
results in terms of dollar savings and/or nonflnanclal 
benefits to the government and taxpayers. 

Demonstrates liile knowledge of planning tools (such Understands and uses planning tools (such as the 
as the job assessment, design matrix and project job assessment, design n@trix and prdj6ct planning 

Finds innovative ways to use planning tools (such 

planning software) andfgils to understand their role 
as the job assessment, design,matfix and pro]ect 

in achieving desired outcomes related to time, cost. 
softwar@ that help the team -et commitment dates 
and cost estimates. 

planning vf$+r$to maximize their value 1~ helping 
to meet cotimitmpnt dates and cost estiinates and 

and quality. doaches 6th@s iri the work area’to .use the; more 
:: Y eff&iwly.‘.; : .: 

. 

When planning or coordinating projects or activities, Wh& planning or coordinating projects or activities, Acthrelyseeksopportunitiestomakeproductiveco~ 
makes uniformly inappropriate or impractical sugges- makessuggestlons that are potentially productive- tributlons to’projects or issue area plans. Sugges- 
tions. ‘. .’ ; I and relevant to the Issue area. tfons &lti donsidetition of objectives, scope, aid ” 

altematlves. Is consulted by supervisors and peers 
as a source of ideas for new work. 

Makes unrealist,ic and incomplete assignment seg- Makes practical and complete assignment segment Makes assignment segment estimatbs that are on 
ment estimates; fails to identify critical work loca- estimates; Identifies staff and -skills ‘needed, time target, addressing staff dnd skills needed, tim&arne$ 
tions or identifies locations that are impractical for frinmes to complete work, constraints, and some con- to complete work, work locations, headquarters, and 
performing work; or makes staffing estimates that tingencles. field coordination, and minimize “downtime.” Anticl- 
do not allow for effective or eff icient coverage. pates constraints and contingencies at the outset. 

Makes inaccur& estimates io complete w&that Estimates to complete work are reliable but may re- Makes reliable estimates to complete work that re; 
do not aildw for contingencies. quire some revision by the supetvisor. qulre no substanthre changes by the supervisor. 

Does not consider, understand, or research appro- Performs necessary msearch, recognizes available C@ucts Independent research and has an indepth 
priate methodologies and factors, requirements; or ,a!temative methods of meeting project objtitives; 

.constraints to meet project objectives. 
‘understtinding of all the alternative methods or ap- 

and develops an understanding ofthese approaches. proaches to best meet projeot objectives, and devel- 
ops a logical, realistic, innovative, and complete 
approach. 

(Continued on Next Page) 1om97 
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1. Planning 

. 

Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Doe&not make meaningful contributionsto select- 
ing methodology or offer alternatives or suggestions 

Propost 3s methodolwvthat ~nnt=~ssignment : --.-I, -.~-“---J.*.--~-, 
constraints. 

Proposes methodology that enhances assignment 

resulting in significant delays in meeting job require- 
n, 9rlitu AC M-=.l-qnn ~uallly WI UUI I I~IUL”. I. 

-. ’ 

cd 
ments. .: .-i ; 

Q ,. . . 

b 
Submrts pfans for analysis that do not address the 
issues or contain extraneous analysis that cannot 

Submitsplans for analysis that.address the issues 

be used to support audit/project findings requiring 
but may require some supervisory revisions. d’ 

Prepares plans for analysis that fullyaddress the 

‘Issues, requiring liile tf any revision. 

the supervisor to make substantive changes. 

Selects an inappropriate type and level of analysis. Selects a type and level of analysis that are appro- 
.- priate-in all respects. 

Selects an appropriate and cost-effective type and 
level of analysis. 

Demonstrates’little knowledge of policies, proce- 
. 

dures, regulations, and legislation that apply to GAO’s 
Displays knowledge of poliiies, procedures, regula- Demonstrates thorough knowledge of policies, pro- 

work; does not stay abreast of developments that 
tions, and legislation that apply to GAO’s work;stays 
abreast of developments that affect wo* recognizes 

cedures? regulations, and legislation that apply to 

affect work; does n-ot recognize how changes in poli-, 
GAG’s woik; ls aware of d&lopments and changes 

ties, procedures, regulations, and legislation affect 
how changesin policies, procedures, regulations; 

work; and does not take action to ensure that GAO- 
and legislation affect workiand takes action to en- 

&at aff&wijik and tak& promptaction to ensure 

sure that GAO responds appropriately 
that GAO responds appropriately. 

responds appropriately 

I 
-D--w--- 

l 
-------- 

I 

1 
I : 

------------m-m_ 

F.,. 3; .- 
Unacceptable Nkeds’ lmjwiiveinint .’ FUlli Successful 

4- 

Exceeds kully Successful 
5 

Outstanding 
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2. Data Gatherlng and Doctimentation 

Acquiring and documenting relevanf dafa to develop supportable findings, concl&ions and recommendations or otherwise 
fu/fi/l project objectives, including researching and identifying data sources and data co//ec~~on strategies, identifying missing 
data, and ensuring thaf data are current and accurate. 
organize and manipulate data. 

Learning and applying current automated tools to collect, share, 

documentation. 
Following GAO policies and procedures when preparing all forms, a&project or administrative 

. 

r/ 
: . . 

Band I (Full Performarice Level) Peiformance Standarda 
‘. 

Frequently: 

Does not use the. appropriate data coll&tion meth- 
ods which adverqely affects prq,duct guality and de- 
lays completi& df work. 

Chooses an incomplete or inappropriate data-gath- 
ering approach or submits documentation that is 
unreliable.. Fails io folldw up to obtain missing data 
or conducts ineffective follov&up. 

Submits workp$ers that are a$sembled,Jndexed, 
and cross-indetied in a manner that makes verifiia- 
tion impossible. 

'. i 

L... 

Usuall$ Almost Alway?: , : 
,. ‘, 

Identifies and uses the appropriate data collection 
methods for producing quality produds ihat meet 

Ide&fie&nd uses&mo@ app&p&te,d@a col-. 

commitment dates. 
lectiin met&x%ior producing quality products within 
or ahead of agreed-upon deadlines. -Helps others to 

._ expedite data,gathering. 

Identifies appropriate data sdurcbs; obtains relevant 
and reliable datawithin specified time frame& -. 

Id&&es &!&&i@e data sources and obtains rel- 
evant c&$td &&n~suppo&ble conclusions ahead 
‘of sp&ctfiied iii& firn& and in the most cost-effec- 
tive manner; prganizes +a to ensure readeriinder: : 
&QJ(ji@j; :-’ ., ‘, -. ‘. 

‘.. ,.- ‘,-~ . . 
As+embles, indexes, and cross-indexes’wo&pa@& ’ A~mbi;3”st’@f~xe+, and &wss~&&s workpqers 
.properly and efficiently to facilitate analysis; Orga- 
nizes workpapers to support the preparation of writ- 

to exf6diie Subsequent &ialysis. Documentation Is 

ten summaries 0r:report segments. 
readily @@a&$i~tio.summarfes to support segments 
of the ziudit/proj,H, an&ri@al data-is readii differ-- 
en&t@ frbm.o$F<evidence 4th less-than-normal 
level of supervlsory‘&iew. Workpapers stand on 
their ownwith little or no need for elaboration. 

Does not contribute required documentatiorifor the 
Job Management and Project File. 

Contributes ,required documentation, for the Jqb 
Managementand Projedf Fil& .-’ *.’ 

entfibutq required documentation forthe Job Mae 

agement ai\d Project File and helps others to pre- 
- pare proper documentation. 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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Frequently: ’ 

2 Data Gathering and Documentation . 

Band I (Full Performance Level1 Performance Standards Eimtlnued) 

Resists leaniing and/or using available ADP resources 
(such as computer, Internet, agency data bases) to 
accomplish work. 

Is unaware’of or ignores GAO policies and proce-~ 
dures related to.ensuring reliability and complete- 
ness of computer-based data. 

Misleads other staff members due to Incomplete or 
inaccurate background research. 

Usually: Almost Always: 

Uses available ADP resources (e.g., computer, 
Internet, agency data bases) to obtain, create, store, 

Seeks’ oppo?unities to enhance data gathering 

share and access data. ‘- 
through irinovative use of ADP resources, including 
learning nevir technolog$ 

Applies GAO policies and procedures, as tipprop+ 
.ate, to ensure reliability and cotipleteness of tim- 

Applies the highest professiona; standards when 

puter-based data and analysis. 
aptYyin0 GAO policies and procedures to ensure the 
reliabIii and completeness of computer-based data 

’ resulting in ccysistently trouble-frw handling of data. 

Conducts relevant research to identify background : L Mgi& pre!&y researched data collection m&h- 
informatbn on previously irsed data and tiata collec- 
tion methods and techniques6 and applies ihfoHna- 

c@s or tf++ilques for use on the current assignment. 

!ion to the current assignment. Performs complete 
Such rn&ifications are new or unique and result in 
decrease$ calendar time or cost. ’ 

and accurate research. 
.’ i .‘.- . 

: ~. 
Prepares inaccurate or incomplete administrative _ Prepares admiriistrative documtintation requiring 

:: 
Prepares complete and accurate ad&Wative dccu- 

documentation. minimal revision. mgntation. Is co&ulted by peers t6 provide clear 
guidance inmeeting GAO requirements. 

Requires extensive supervision or coaching to com- Requires an average af?ount of sup@vision or coach- 
plete data gathering or documentation. Does not : ing to complete-d&gathering or docimentatibn, 

Requires We or no supervision to complete data 

recognize the need for or seek help from supervisor. typical of the staff member’s progression in the band 
gathering 0~ documentation, typical of the staff 
member’s progression in the band level.. Discovers 

level. Seeks helpfrom supewisorwhen needed. and resolves problems, getting concurrence from 
wrvisor. 

$ ,5 3:. ,y-------q--------~,----L___,__:.~__~__, 
1 2 3 4 5 

Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful Outstanding 
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3. Data Analysis 

Organizing, tabulating, contrasting, and synthesizing data or information to produce findings, conclustons, and nxommendations; 
using computer tools to support analysis; applying pmfassionalty accepted anatytica/ techniques (sta&thxl, ecvnomic; accounting, 
and so on); determining validif)! reliability, and quality of data and the adequacy of evident% supporting findings or conclusions, 
including those in GAO’S own work. 
,.,:: 

., ,. .j 
_ 

,> 
.  .  

i 
: . y .  

. ,  i 
. - *  . , , ; -  

.’ 
- .  :  

,  
-  ;  ”  :  

9 
. , .  

i /  .  .  .  
.  

sa u o a . ‘ ! , I  ,~ ( , .  .  :’ 

ndl(F II Perf rm nceLe e IPerformanceStandards 
_ 

9 
c 0, 

Frequently: ; Almost Ahways: 

Does not complete work by seff-established and’ .’ ComfAetesworkby agid&adli&; Is&&.. Complet~~.wo~?n?or.a~ad.,qf agr~-u~ndead- 
mutually agreed-upon deadlinas: Rarely makes sugi of time constraints and$$gests ~~~~~~~~pe~i~~~~~~iln~s., $$$r @$ers toIe@dfte.analysfsi ~,: .I:;: 
gestions on howto expedite data analysis. .. ., ana@is;‘. ” T. -. ,..- a i , ,.I.. 

; I i. : .1_*. ‘.:I ,. ~, : .a :., t .‘ .) z ?” 
: . . _ ,: -- ., %. : 

Chooses or applies an analysis strategy lnappropri- Devises or applies an analysis strategy that ad- 
ate to the objectives of the evaluation; includes irrel- dresses the objectives of the evalugtiqn and,,helps 

Devises or applies an analysis plan that provides a 

evant analysis; pverlooks job constraints. 
unlquesqlution~to.~,mplex,e.vaiuation objectfvesthat 

to produce a‘highqualfty $$&A that’meets corn- .,_ have~ek$$&evfous attempts at ,sokrtion; 
mitment dates. Makes pr&fo’;;for typical job-con- 

er;:. 
. ,- ,, 

straints. ‘;;. 

Conducts in&propriate analyses (using animpioper, 
-’ i .-. 

Conducts appro$&e anafy& ti&ig&& proper&h- 
, 

Conducts ana~~es,using,unlque.,or new &&niollns .---.- 
overly complex; or simplistic technique) for thejob.. niques (forexamfAe,%forr&$$ syr&is;content’~’ “oroci;r;bjne&fonnatfon fn p,roductfvi 

--- .__.. ~--- 
3wayqjoachii -, 

, ‘analysis, staii~ti~sj ~no~et~~~ ~~peratkiE;~- ,-::- iob ~~~~: =. ” 

search, modeling, accounting, and so on). 
_,. . . ._.. ., -.; 

Conducts anafyses requiring manychanges by the Conducts analyses requiring little change by the ,_: .Com$lete&un analyses n&king fii ifanychange : 8 
supervisor to meet project objectives.. -:. ~supervisor to meet proj&t objectfves. .; ” by the &p&&or and- is consulted by others to 

trou~ieshoo? and.identify errors in their work. 

interprets, summarizes, or reports statistical analy- fnterp,mts, summad?es,.or reports ,statfstfcaf analyt 
ses incompletely, incorrectly, or in a confusing.tiarK ses correctiyand’in .&hay that others c&n undfr~ 

j f~~~~~~~~~~mplex-statisticai data correctly; summa- 

ner. Stand. 
rizesandreportsstatisticalanalysesclearfyandwm- 
pieteiy; pmvldes data In a format that is understood 
by both professionals and lay people. 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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3. Data An&Is 

Frequently: 

: < ‘, 

Band I (Full Perform f&e 
,I .: . . 

L&en PMormance Standards (Continued) _’ 

Usually: .AlmostAhvays: 

Chooses an inappropriate research methodology, 
data analysis, or software package; dannot justify 

Chooses an approprt@ resean$ mthodol~ data..’ S.ete& research methodology that 4s technically 

decisions. 
’ analysis, or softwarepackage; justifies de&ions. sound and efficient and provides a convincing ratlo- 

nale for the chokre. 

I 
Has difficulty deciding if evidence gathered is suff i- 8 Determines if’evidence gathered ig suffiiient. Gath- - 

5 
cient. Fails to gather an adequate:amount of evi- 
dence or evidence lacks relevance to the audit steps/ 

ers an adequate amountof.evfdencs?hat is relevant 
.G&ers error-free evidence that meetsall require- 

tothe audit step&roject objectives. 
,- merits desplte.heavy work load, the abitity to work 

project objectives. 
independently, complexity, deadlines, or a combina- 
tion of these factors. 

Gathers more data than needed, or data that are Gathers data efficiently, avoiding the time and ex- Gathersdata in a,highjy eff icientmanner with most 
not relevant to assignment objectives. pense of gatheringextraneous information. :I ‘: informat@ dkectly responsive to assignment objeo- 

tives. ” 
3.’ 

Fails to recognize that data are weak or problem- Evaluates the quantity and quality of evidence to Is consulted by supervtsors and peers to examine 
atic, even after-having several opportunities to do .determine if it satisfies the,requirements of individual. data or analyses to.fde,ntffy and correct weaknesses 
so. Cannot identify serious-gaps or weaknesses in -I project objectives. Deten’nineslf dataare suffident-:.,,and~~~u!e:that all job.objecffvesare met.: - _. 
evidence or determine what evidence is needed to to draw proper conclusionsand recommendations 
satisfy individual project objectives without constant and,. if not, follows up. 
supervision. 

,. 

Fails to appropriately consider findings of fact, weight Appropriately conslders‘findings of fact, weight of 
of evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO standards 

Does original or unique work when analyzing data, 
evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO standards when drawing conclusions, and developing recommenda- 

when drawing conclusions, resulting in extensive dis- drawing conclusions, resulting in ltttle need for dis- tbns, especially for complex or sensttive evaluations. 
cussion and revision; draws conclusions based on cussion and revision; drawsconclusbns on complete, 
incomplete, inaccurate, or outdated information; is accurate, and up-to-date information; is prepared for 
poorly prepared for challenges. challenges. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 1011197 
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3. Data Analysis 

Frequently: 

Band l fFt1l1 Performance Level) performahce Standa& (con&,usd) 
,.. /. : 

Usually: 
.: ,,: 

: AlmostAlways: 
Requires continuous supetvision.orcoaching to com- 
plete analysis. Does not recognize the need for or 
seek help from supervisor. 

Requires an aver&e amount ofiu~er&o~~r&iew 
: 

Or coaching to complete analysis, typical of the staff 
Requires little or no supervision to complete analy- 

member’s Progression in the ba.4 kvel. Se+ help. 
sis, typical of the staff member’s progression in the 

fromsupetvisorwhen needed. ’ ” ’ : .- 
band level. .Qiscovers and resolves problems and 

~_ g@s concurrence fmin‘supqi3or. _I . . 
. . 

I  

--w-w--- 

l 

1 
- - - - -  ---‘j-L’-r--y-I :  :  ‘. -----.-a- 

2 .3’ 
1 j. 

Unacceptable . Needs Improvement Fully Su&isful 
.4 

~.ceids. Fvlly Su&essful 
5 

Outstanding ’ ’ 
,..‘. 

, 



4.Wrkten Communication 

Prepadng and reviewing a variety of w&ten products in collaboration with ethers including issue area and assignment plans, 
interview write-ups, workpapers, workpaper summaries, report segments, chapters, technical appendixes, complete reports 
or tesiimonK data collection instnrmenfs, internal and external correspondence; adm~n~sfrafk documentation of all types,. 
including performance appraisals, and speeches and professional articles. 
and process GAO products. 

Using automated capabilities to develop, review, 

i 

Band I (Full Performance Level) Performance Standards 

t 
Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Prepares written products that are incomplete, inac- Prepares written products that are accurate, objec- 
curate, illogical, or are untimely, or fail to achieve tiie, complete, timely, and clear: uses sufficient ex- 
project objectives. Prepares products that do not amples to support conclusions and recommenda- 
conform to GAO policy guidance. Uses incomplete 
sentences and incorrect grammar and spelling. 

tions. Prepares products that contribute, to or En 
be incorporated inio fiyal products with some revi- 
sion and that conform to GAO policy guidance (in- 

: &ding the dimensions of quality). Uses complet6 
sentences and cow-grammar and spelling. 

Prepares written products that are accurate, objec- 
tlve, complete, timely, and clear. Prepares products 
on or ahead of schedule. Prepares intermediate prod- 
ucts;such,as workpaper summaries and chapters, 
that require no substantive changes, provide sup- 

,,.poc forqr_.~L.n,be,eesily incorporated into the next 
phase’orthe final product, and that comply with GAO 
policy guidance (including the dimensions of qual- 
ity). Uses complete sentences and com3ct grammar 
and spelling. 

Submits suptficial inte;iew write-ups lacking docu- Prepares interview write-ups that may require some Ptepares intenriewwffte-ups that arecomplete in every 
mentation to support comparisons, clarity, and cov- .supervisory revision but are accurate, provkle suffl- 
erage; providing insufficient details for use a& evi- cient details for uie as &\ii‘denr+ and meet expec- 

I !eespt+$!@ .99 clear, logi@; and well organized 
and requjre @imal supelvisgry revision. - ::: . 

dence; or cFn@ining factual errors. tations for cov&&ge and &larlt$ I ‘, : : 
‘. _ 

i ‘i’ ,. I .” .. , 
. . . _’ .* . . . . 

Prepares &mmaries that are poorlydeveloped and ,Prepares Witten’summaries that &e&nplete;con 
.’ 
Prep&s written summaries that are complete, con- 

hard to understand; fail to focus attention on the else, accurate, and logical and require an average $se;~~Wate, and logical and require minhal SIJ- 

main issues; and require.correction by the supervi- amount of supervisory revision. Encounters aver- penrisoty misbn. Easily incorporates several related 
sor. Develops conclusions and recommendations 
unsubstantiated by supporting information. ” .. -‘. 

age dif@JiW!WW~ng yT$ ~@p(!~u%yyd 
d&W zidequat6~S~rW WWsbns’and r& 

’ @!egnd deAlelops fully supported conclusions and 
Mcomiirendations. Develops a succinct bottom line 

OIlVllt3ndationS. message which reflects the appropriate context.. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 1011/97 
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4.Written Communlcatlon 

Band I (Full Performance Level) Performance Standards EontlnuCdl .. 

Frequently: 

Prepares repoit segments that are disorganized or 
diverge frorn,~yreed-upon,outliiie.~ kicludes mislead-- 
ing background information or presentation. Pre- 
sents..issues unclearly so that the basis for conclu- 
sions and recommendations is not apparent. 

Does not use automated capabilities including graph- 
ics to improve on-the-job and message-related com- 
municatien. : 

Prepares~final’data collection ‘instruments with bi- 
ased or ambiguous items, providing inadequate data 
collection and an incomplete coverage of project 
objectives, or performs act&fties that.fail to produce 
a work product or one that is way beyond schedule. 
Preparesinstruments that are poorly integrated and 
make subseq&t analysis difficult. - ” 

When reviewing written products of others, cannot 
provide constructive or helpful assistance, creating 
tension with comments that are arrogant, insulting, 
or clearly irrelevant. Fails to complete reviews on 
time. 

Usually: . . !‘. 
. . . ,. 

Preparesreport segmentsthatdiscussrelevant~ts~ 
sues,and are well organijred; logical, complete, and 
accurate. 

Prepares well-organized, well-structured, and logIT ( 
caf i@portMginents. ~Presents multiple issrJssclearfy 
and concisely so that readers easily understand ffnd- 
ings,‘conclustoris;and recommendations., 

~. 

Uses automated capabilities including graphics to 
improve.onTthe-job and message-related communl- 
cation..l- . . . . :, ;.. ,: -<- .:, *, ,- I 

; 

.,, 
Makes optimal ussof automated capabilities includ- 
ing graphics to,improve on-the-job’and me&g&e- 
IatedcomtNMcatto~ - 

.’ . 

Preparesdata collection instruments with property 
constmcted,and,formatted items, resulting in com- 

Prepares data collection instruments that are well- 
constructedandfonnattedand reflectacompmhen- 

plete coverage of. jqb:objq@yes. Prepares qussz. sive -understandihg of developments in the.fteld. 
tiqnnaires or, inte.rview.,items,that-are understand, 8 Identifiessensttive issues anddemonstrates’orfgt- 
able and have proper grammar,and structure. Pre 
pares instruments thatfacilitate subsequentanaty- 

nalii in measuring them P&pams lnstnrmenk%at~ 
are completely integmted and far&ate subsequent 

sis. anatysts. 

Conducts timely reviews of others’ written products 

: 

Identifying-major-flaws-if..any:exfst. Provides.conL 
When reviewing others’ written. products, detects 
flaws overtooked by others and provides insights into 

structive suggestions for change that help ensure the most complex products. Provides reviews that 
compliance wtth GAO policy guidance. are uniformly constructive and include outlines of 

possible revised approaches to remedy identified 
probh. 

. . 

I 

,,---A-- 

I 

----,--A+ -m-e---- --d,L---- 

1 ‘2 -3 
I 1, 

4 5 
Unacceptable Needs Improvement My. SUccwSr VI E~ceekds Fully Successful Outstanding 



5. Oral Communication 

Communicating upward and downward so that information flobs freely and shan@ understanding occur; contnbting to openness, 
honest% mbtual respect and cooperation that enhances effective communication wiih other GAO staff; communkating with 
agency personnel; meeting with Members of Congress and their staff& representing GAO to the public, private o&nizations, 
and the press; communicating complex technidal information to clients. 

,’ 

2 
I’ : Band I Full Petformake Level) Performance Standards 

Frequently: 

Misstates questions or includes extraneous content, 
‘. requiring excessive time for repetition and clatfftca- 
’ tion or failing ‘to obtain needed tnformation. 

Gathers incomplete information by asking questions 
inappropriate for the interview or discussion. ’ 

., 

, Lacks command of assigned. portions of a briefing; 
fails to clearly convey the fact&..mmbles or stumbles 
in response to some questions. 

Usually: 
: 

Asks clear, .concise, and logii questions Responds 
to comments in adefinitive, objective;-and mean- 
ingful manner,-acknowledging stated posftions and 
~rqgtlve~~ Does not ramble and observesappm- 
pt@te.time,frames~ - -. 

-. 
Elicits information from others by analyzing ongoing 
discussions or interviews and asks appropriate fol- 
low-up.questlons. 

Presents assignedportion of briefing byreviewing 
pertinentdata and making referencenotes. Speaks 
clearly and logically and responds ‘to questions 
-readily and accurately 

-,: -, . _ 

(Continued on Next Page) 

Almost Always: 

Probes; questions; or requests Information so skill- 
fully thatofficials readily provide needed informa- 

.‘- tlon; Articulates so that misunderstandings and mis- 
conceptions do not occur. 

” 

Extracts information that is sensitive and diff lcult to 
obtain.:. Obtains information quickly and easily De- 
‘partsfrom prearranged outlines to.pursue relevant 
subjects in greaterdepth and still returns totaskat 
hand. Demonstrates such knowledge of subject 
matter that agency off lcials and employees converse 
freely on te&inlcal matters. ^ 

- :: 

Presents assigned portionof briefing, carefullytai- 
:~.lorfng it to’the concerns and time requirements of 

the,fistenervvfthout overrelia-rice on notes; presents 
-a ~sltfve~lmage when communicating with any type, 
level, or size of audience; uses demonstration tech- 
:niques~audlo-visual aids, or sample/briefing materi- 
als expertly. 

1011l97 



5. Oral Communlcatlon 

Frequently: 

Band I [Full Performance Level) Performance Standards IContInued) 
: .;I c. - 2. r 

Usually: ,: i Almost Always: 

Speaks timidly and fails to hold attention of audi- Is self-confident in appearance, at ease, and articu- 
ence. Does not demonstrate an ability to “think on late. Uses appropriate movements for emphasis. 

Presentatton skills am such that employee often leads 
the discussion or meeting. 

feet.” Summarizes interview andclarifies issues, differ- 
ences, or misinterpretations. 

At GAO, agency, or congressional meetings, disrupts At GAO, agency, or congressional meetings, shows 
meeting by,asking antagonistic’questlons or monopo- 

Contributes to meetings by presenting fnformatlon 
knowledge of project objectives and status of ef- 

lizing.discussion. Has extreme difficulty presenting, :- forts andresponds.dir+ly to questions in his or her4 
within area of responsibility and eliciting views of 

information, responding to specific questions; or-dis- 
others. Maintains audience control, handling fnter- 

‘- areas of~resjdnatbilit$‘Prasents material in clear;- ruptions and appropriately adjusting the presenta- 
tinguishing betWeen-fact and opinion. complete, and,orgahfzed manner. Actively Its&so ‘~ ttfn and, responses to achieve a continuous, smooth 

.’ pSitions of otherMtiicf$-&.@ msp~s’g&- j pme&tioii, 

lngly. z 
:‘.,,. 1 ..+ ‘, _” ‘_.. :_‘-, 

.- 
:. _‘, :, ;. i- I. .i 

Provides advice or consultation that ls too technical, Provides technical information, advice, or consulta- Ensures audience understanding when explaining 
impractical, superficial, inaccurate, or misleading; tion that is clear, sound, technically accurate, and dift or technical concepts to those unfamiliar wfth 

,, allow&personal views, interests, or biases to inap-‘ sensitive to practical constraints and avoids personal 
proprtately influence judgment; cannotrecognfze even bias; recognizes flaws In the reasoning or arguments 

th~~;$evel~ps an$r+stains@ener #tqtQ~n:qnd 

major flaws in‘the reasoning or argumentsof others t of others when own specialty area is involved.. 
inte~;+tively qji$+lii~e~r involyryy@t~$teccg- 

when own specialty area‘is involved. 
/ . nizes .&n~ subtle ftaws:tn the reasoning or argu- 

_- 
I ..i me<~~of.6thbrg;~.C . . . ,j :- ;. _, ‘y ’ i ) ‘. 

Lacks organization, focus, clarity, or conciseness : Controls ttie tempo ,of meetings by awareness, of Ga& a&e&n&&en ptt&ttng &ntmv@al fir&. 
when speaking in impromptu or planned situations; 
fails to impart necessary or correct information; con-; 

-time consttiints aiid ji+l of,undg&r@in$bf ihe 
audience., Responds-clearly to questions&r&em- 

ings to:‘& ike@icaj & host@aljdience @puts au-., 

veys information in a.vague or confusing manner so i, ing the audtilpmjedi assignment. Concludes meet- 
dlence $ a recepttve mood. ., .:: : : : 7: 

that the message is difficult to understand; has dii- ings wfth summary of information presented and 
culty responding appropriately to unanticipated or agreements reached. 

i 

skeptical questions or comments. -. >,,,- ; .1 
> ‘_ ’̂ .; :,.,:. - 

1. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) lOlll97 



5. Oral Communication 

Band 1 /Full Performance Level1 Performance Standards (Continued) 

Prequently: s_ ’ 

Requires extensive guidance in preparing for,meet- 
ings and needs assistance to clearly respond to ques- 
tions about fundamental aspects of the audit/project. 
Responsesto questions show a lack of attention or 
inability to express ideas without introducing irrel- 
evant information. Attempts to monopolize meeting 
and continue discussion of issues beyond what is 
warranted.. Fails to conclude meeting with a sum- 
mary of the information presented and agreements 
reached. 

‘usually: Almost Always: 

Demonstrate thorough-understanding of matertals, 
ideas,‘and concepts through presentations.. Re- 

Is prepared for all contingencies at meetings, includ- 

spends effecttvely’to agency comments. C,onsMers 
lng-use of effective vlsuataidswhenwarranted. 

changing needs and positions in audi’ence and al- 
Presects tnforrnation in a clear, concise&ranner. 

ters presentations accordingly. Factliiates effective I 
Advises audience of factual information and opin- 

interaction and communication with audience. 
tons.. lnvotves accompanying staff in discussions and 
omhestratesthelr participation throughout the pre- 

,~ .-. .: 
se$ation.. Pispl$,$ comprehensive knowledge of 

,-..I , 
* hoiiv’audiip.roject contributes to br0ade.r t&es. 

. ,s. :...i :/ 
* . . ., . . c ., i. ,. :’ ;: 

Delivers presentations in a style that is inappropti- Delivers presentations suitable for the purpose, au- 
ate for the purpose. listener, or time requirements: 

Makes presentations with such clarity and ease that 
dience, and time requirements; uses demonstration they muttnely elk% extremely favorable reaction from 

may read an entire presentation; makes poor use of techniques, a.udio\risuataids, or sampti&%fefing ‘audierG&. 
demonstration techniques, audio-visual aids, or materialsadequately; appears @@o~rtabie commu- 

., .‘. 
:- 

sample/briefing materfals; displays nervousness when nicating With I&&and small groups; refers to motes ,I .: 
speaking tolarge or small groups that makes listen- .:‘approprlately “‘. 

< 

e’rs distracted and inattentive. 
^ _ 

-. 
‘i ,_ .> ;. .i-r . _ ‘,. 

- 

1 -------- 

1 

Unacceptable Needs Improvement. .: . . Fully $uccess!ul Exceeds Fully successful : Outstanding 



l 
G.Teamwork,Worklng Relationships, and Equal Op,portunity (iZ0) 

Demonstrating SfJPPOft for and promoting collaborative efkxts to achieve mission requirements, satfsfy customer needs, and. 
meef Common gOak. fromofing teamwork which includes h&ping each ofher, meeting commitments, valuing ideas and 
suggesfions of others, communicating openly and candid& encoumging others to participate fu//y in discussions; and empbying 
techniques for problem solving, decision making, and recognizing the contributions of both fndMdu& and, teams. 

Establishing and maintaining affective and conshuctive working re/ationships with a// stakeholders .a& #hers both insj& 
and outside GAO. 

Ensuring ihat principles of equal opportunity are properly obseived. 
:.;. 

Band I (Full Performance Level1 Performance Standara 

Frtquectly: 1’ Usually: Alniopi Always: 1 

Fails to sbppori cooper&ive projects or those cho- Collaborates with coworkers and others; adjusts to 
sen by group consensus, putting own interests ahead different working styles, approaches and perspec- 

Promc@ tegmwork and cooperation especially in 

of the ,group’s; :$es not perforfp, well a% part of a tives. Does his/her part of assigned workload; 
frustt@i@~, g@i+uit, or pro~o&tiv6 situa!iQns; antici- 

teav by:refu$ng to exchange @formation, bel,iiling proactively assists others as needed to meet team 
pat&$oo$$ial$6nfl@ts arid addyp+e$.them directly 

thesuggestlqps .pf others, or ignoring group de& objectives.~Meetscommitments. 
and $fe&iyely$ g@clol+Jn eg,ressing own @ws 

.’ 
sions. Hesitatesor refuses,.@ take on additional or 

whfM’d+aiing tiith..pthers.’ Willingly,.accepts addid 

diff icu? work’ 6r io help cow6rk~rs; relies excessively 
tional oidlffi&lt r+ponsibiliiies, ,wt.&ing challeng- . . 

on assistance from others. Does not meet commit- 
ing; novel, or tinbsual assignments; proactively helps 

ments. 
coworkers. M~@.commitments.. Models exemplary 
work behaviijrs‘iiiid ri~n&s others to enhance their . 

.. perforlllmx3. I‘ 

Does npt listen constructively to others: expresses Listens constructively to others; expresses own kteas 
views in a corlifusing way; does not respect the indi- I + as to be clearly under&$, respects others *en 

Actively .contrlbutes to the quality of team discus- 

viduai whyn-@gre&ing disagreeme?@. Is,conten- 
tiotis or div&e in team discu&ioris and interaction& 

expressing disagreements. Freely stores informa- 
siofis &nd in\er+io.ns; enlarg?s,horizons.and,per- 

tion and developmeMswithin and v* ofti work 
spectiv@af others in d&ussi.qns; prgmokg consen’ 
sus,TiF!n@. iWe& initi&ive to get others up to speed 

Resists $aring@ormation or skills, placing self&- group when appropriate; 
terestover g+p’s interests. 

on complex issu& and subject-m&ter. 
‘. 

Refuse? to ac@owiedge or disparages contributions Provides.informal and formal encouragement and 
of others. Creates morale problems within group. recognition to others. 

&tively pursues &pmpriate recognition of indiidu- 

.- ., a&a.@ theteam that significantly contributes to team 
: /_. inihle . 

(Continued on Next Page) 1011191 



6.Teamwork,Working Relatlonships, and Equal Opportunity (EO) _ 

Band I (Full Performance Level) Petiormance Standards RiantlnuedJ 

Frequently: 
: 

Usually: bhost Always: 

Fails to acquire specialized or general skills in a timely 
manner which affects personal contributions or team 
productivity. ‘Fails to provide opportunities to others 
to developtheir knowledge,.skills and abilities. Does 
not seek out reasonable personal developmental 
experience& 

Subordinates team decisions and goals to individual 
goals. 

Does not contribute to.or,works against a shared 
understanding of job-objectives, roles and agreed 
upon messpge. in reports bynot participating in or 
by’etihibitingcounterproductive behavior in job-re- 
t&ted design summits; conferences, etc. 

I 
:. 

Shows discourtesy or disrespect to coworkers and 
others; acts in a condescending manner; violates or 
breaks confidences: fails to tolerate others’ needs, 
perspectives, duties, or responsibilities. 

Develops or builds on specialized or general skills to 
further team objectives. Provides opportunities to 

Acttvety looks for ways to offer opportunities to oth- 

others to develop their knowledge, skills, and abili- 
ers to.develop knowledge, skiifs.and abilities. Iden- 

ties. Seeks necessary personal training zind-devel- 
tifies the need for and fosters acqutsit!on of knowl- 

opmental experiences. 
:edge and skills that support short-range and iong- 
r&ige needs. 

Etalances tndivklual goalsvdth swrt forteam goals.” .i : Valuescontributions and support for team decisions 
and goals while accommodating individual goals. 

Contributes to a shared understanding of job objet-, 
tives, roles and agreed upon message in reports by 

Makesstgntflcant contrtbutions to.a shared under- 

activety participating in job-related design summits, 
standing of job objectives, roles and,agreed upon 

conferences;etc. 
. “message in reports by actMy parttcipating in job- 

relate@destgn summits, conferences, etc. Contdb- 
,ut~~~~;workstoward~usarKlmoves 
‘the’di~scusstontoward solutions. 

., 

,Demonstrates respect and concern for others to 
Demonstrates respect and concern for others to 
strengthen and maintain effective working relation- 

strengthen and maintalnsffecttve working mlation- ships. Is extremely active in seeking out and help- 
ships. Develops constructive working relationships ing others to provide support and serves as a role 
with people whose goals, ,culture, background, or model through personal actions. Treats others with 
values differ from own. dignity; seeks to understand and demonstrates re- 

_,i spect for the needs, perspectives, and responsibili- 
ties ofothers; maintains confidences; develops con- 
structive working relationships wtth people whose 
~s,~cufture, background, or values diier from own. 

. . 

(Continued on Next Page) 



G.Teamwork,Working Relationships, and Equal Opportunity (EO).::‘. : 

..’ I > 

Frequently:- 

Reacts to constructive feedback with hostility or de- 
fensiveness; attempts to.shift blame orresponsibil- 
ity for mistakes.. 

Creates conflicts in wo&,group; makes distinctions 
of race, sex, and,so on and expresses an unwilling- 
ness to work with certain people; does not support 
Affirmative Action or EO goals. 

Usually: Almost Always: 

Responds constructively to f&dback. ‘Is highly re!po?sive and open to feedback, encour- 

: :i ,. 
aging others to, Provide suggestions for impmvement. -’ 

Works harmoniously with-coworkers, treating ihem ,: 
fairly regardless of race; sex, and so on; supports 

Ac&lywoiks to promote harmonywith coworkers 

and furthers Affirmative Action and EO goals. 
without distinctfons on the basis of race, sex, and so 

. . 

on; suppot@ and fur@s Affirmative Action and EO 
-. goals; and-express& a willingness to work in EO 

_ pWyi++Ahfi@s. : 
.: 

’ ‘. ‘.. ‘. ._ 

IT---L-.&- 
1 

Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds Fully s~~ctpwul Outstandlng 
: 



7. Supetvlsion, Appraisal, and Counsellng 

Delegating work to subordinates; reviewing workproducts to assess accumcq comp/ihce with oL@ctiws, su&iency of supphting 
documentation, and compliance with GAO policies and standards and general/y accepted government auditing standards 
(GAGAS); evaluating staff performarlce again& expectations and appraising performance; andpromoting staff development. 

ii 

Band I fFull Performance Level! Performance Standarda 

9 
Frequently: Usually: ‘. ., < Amet Always: 

Fails to effectively communicate performance goals Communicates performance expectations clearty ,tn- Logically explains performance expectations, taking 
and standards to subordinates, making it difficult for &ding how. individual efforts can help-achieve ap- Into account job requirements, deadlines, and 
them to understand the basis for measuring their propriateGA0 strategic goals and performance mea- 
performance. Fails to solicit subordinate’s input about sures. Solicits subordinates’ input about expecta- 

subordinate’s expectations and gains staff’s accep- 
tance. Anticipates need to adjust expectations as 

their performance. tions and opportunities to develop their skills. Pro- job conditions change. Provfdes direction and assts- 
vides clear and practical assistance to subordinates tance to staff by identifying and using alternative 
that addresses their needs. Recognizes changes in approaches according to situation. Uses sound judg- 
job conditions and adjusts goals and standards ac- ment .in determjnfng amount of assistance required; 
cordingty in conjunction wlth subordlnate. adjusts expectations to allow staff maximum devel- 

b+lfXpii~~lhi~~il3S. 
: : 

Fails to monjtor progress; allows major issues to go Uses project plans and-planning toots,to monftor 
unnoticedjand.unresolved; delays taking conective progress of indlvldual staff members. Identifies r&c- 

While. monltortng staff progress -on: assignments, 

action when problems arise, causing disruption and 
anticipates and resolves sensitive personal problems 

essary changes and develops alternative courses of without affecting deadlines. Notifies top manage- 
delays in work; fails to track actions and decisions or 
inform management of significant events. 

action before assignment Is adversely affected. : - merit of personal Issuesrequiring action and recom- 
Considers staff input and keeps staff and manage- ‘> mends action acceptable to mtigementand staff. 

: ! ment informed of the basis for decisions affecting I) 
the work. ‘.’ 

Inappropriately steps in andcompletes subordinate’s Provides subordinate staff wkh.discr$ejobsegm+s .Delegates work considering GAO’s needs and 
tasks rather than assisting the subordinate or ex- - and asuffitient amount of latthidetochallengethem; employee’s capabilities, Interest, and developmen- 
plaining how to do the task property. provtdes remedial guidance as necessary. tal needs; oversees delegated tasks to monitor work 

progression, Identity potential problems,‘intervene 

‘- 
appropriately, and reassign work and realign priori- 
tkesto ensure timely and effective goal accomplish- 

(Continued on Next Page) 10/i/97 
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7. Supervision, Appraisal, and Counseling 

Band I (Full Performance Level\ Petformance Standards (Continued) 

Frequently: 

Takes ineffective or inappropriate action to deal with 
employee performance or motivational problems; or 
refers disagreements and interpersonal difficulties 
to superiors without trying to resolve them with indi- 

I 
vidual staff member. 

01 w  
Fails to provide feedback and counseling during the 
rating period. 

Fails to comply with established policies and proce- 
dures when completing performance appraisals, or 
appraisals are seldom prepared on time. Fails to 
discuss performance evaluation with employee. Al- 
lows personal relations to influence the rating out- 
coma. 

Leaves training and developmental activities~strictly 
to the initiative,of employees; ignores training needs 
of staff; ‘fails to advise employees on training op- 
tions; cancels staff’s participation in training. _ 

. . 

-I- 

Usually: Almost Ahways: 

Discusses-interpersonal problems with affected staff identifies potential staff disagreements and lnter- 
members, involving them in the solution. Is aware 
of GAO’s professional counselors, seeks their ad- 

personal problems and takes action or makes appro- 
priate referral before they adversely affect the job. 

vice, and refers affected staff to counseling when When short-range solutions are impossible, adjusts 
appropriate. work assignments and responsibilities so that prob- 

lems have minimal impact on the work. 

Provides appropriate performance counseling to sub- Deals with employees in an open, professional man- 
ordinates, giving specific examples of the employee!3 ner; rewards good performance with recognition; pro- 
strengths or citing instances of deficient performance vides constructive, specific, and timely feedback on 
.and waysto improve. .’ :,: perfmWand work produdts; efkctiiely counsels 

and encourages employees wtth motfvational or per- 
formance problems. 

: 

Evaluates job perfonnance;timely and objectively Anticipates performance problems and provides re- 
based on performance standards; supports evalua- medial counseling throughout the assignment. De- 
tions with relevant examples of performance; dis- vfses and implements strategies for staff performance 
cusses performance evaluatfonwtth employees, fden- improvement throughout the assignment. 
tifying strengths and areas needing improvement; 
deals directly andobj+ectively with performance prob 
lems; maintains a helpful, constructive attitude, es- 
tabiishtng two-way commun~kzatlon~ 

:’ .T . . . . ., ..I. , ’ ., 
,; : ~ , : ! _ : 

._ ,. : 
..-.-, : 

Informs emplow ofavatl&letrainm$ pro(jrams &d Supports-&id encourages employee developmental 
helps employees plan ways to meet performance act,@ftles; .counsels employees about training needs, 
improvement goals; encourages staff to develop in- informtng them of avallabte training courses and other 
diidual tmin,fngplans. _ I 

,,-... :., .’ 
’ 

opportunftfes; provides opportunities for a broad 
sp’ectrum of both formal and on-the-job training; tat- 
lors development plans and activities to the skills 

-. and knowledge of employees. - 

: , .:;:.<* - ‘- ,- :.. ..: .‘ ,__ . ..- 
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a 
7. Supervision, Appraisal, and Counseling 

.- 
Band I (Full Performance Level) Performance Standards IC&ti&edj 

.I’- ‘: .t (.. . 
.- 

Frequently: ., 
2 

- USU~li$ I ._. ” AlmostAlways: 

Demonstrates little understanding or support for 
GAG’s job management process and supporting tools. 

Takes a leadership rofefnunderstanding and.usktg ’ Takes afeadershi~mle in understanding and using 
GAO’s job management p,.rocess and its supporting 

tools and technology and encourages and supports 
GAO’s job management process and its supporting 
technology and Identifies ways to continuously fm- 

if 

others in doing so. _ I prove the process and/or tools. 

I  

- - - - m - m -  

l 

- - - - - - - -  

I  

- - - - - - - - - - m - - - - B  

1 
I 

2 I 3 4. 5. -.. 
Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successf~~~;, Outstanding ’ -. 

:. 
Unacceptable Needs lmprovemept 
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Perform~ie .&tidards,: Band II 
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1. Planning 

/nc/udes identifying. areas of review that wi/f lead to improved government operations-suob as the potential for dollar savings 
and/or nonfinancial benefits fo the government and taxpayers, ascertaining congressional interest, and contributing to issue 
area plans including the job compendium; using appropriate planning tools, plan&g the resources needed for specific 
assignments, including the need for technicalassistance; determining the scope and of#ecHves of assfgnment& (coordinating 
work to avoid conflict and duplication, idenfifying alternatives and consfmints to planned work, souses of information, and 
methodology); designing the method(s) of communication to the customer’s needs; terminating unproductive .work; learning 
and applying GAO PO/icy and genera//y accepted government auditing stafldards (GAGAS) govemlng work; and p/arming own 
work time. 

i 
z 

Frequently: 

Overlooks or fails to identify important and relevant 
information sources ne@ed to accomplish detailed 
project steps or duplicates work on the subject that 
is available. 

Identifies and selects information sources for a 
project thatare infeasible or unavailable. 

Submits job proposals too late to be useful or are so 
incomplete or unsuitable that they are not useful In 
planning futu;ie issue area work. 

Demonstrates little or fails to apply knowledge of 
GAO policies and procedures and GAGAS neces- 
sary to perform job and administrative functions. 

Usually: 

Band II Performance Standarda 

Locates information sources needed to accomplish 
detailed project steps within established time frames, 
including Information available from past and cur- 
rent work on the subject. 

Determines avallabilii of needed Information and 
ways to obtaln it within established tlme frames and 
cost estimates. 

Submits job proposals that are relevant to the.issue 
area, have potential for financial and/or nonfinan- 
cial benefits and ar&sufficlently detailed to ascer- 
tain whether they are practical and achievable. 

Displays knowledge of GAO policies and procedures 
(including the dimensions of quality) and GAGAS 
and uses s&h knowledge in performing administra- 
tive and job functions. 

(Continued on Next Page) 

_ j 

Almost Ahways: 

ldentiies Important dnd relevant information souses 
needed to accomplish detailed project steps ahead 
of schedule and avoids duplicative work on thp sub- 

ia. . 

Determines principal and alternative sdurces of 
needed information f3nd develops ways to obtain it 
ahead of established time frames and within cost 
estimates. 

Submits job proposals that are specific to @&issue 
area, provide for financial and/or nonfinancial ben- 
efits, and that anticipate contingencies or provide 
unique or comprehensive coverage of an issue area; 
identifies impacts on cmsscuttlng issues; addurately 
predicts customer’s interest. Is often ask+ to pro- 
vide and does provide leadership in issue a.ma plan- 
ning. 

Demonstrates detailed knowledge of GAO polic!es 
and procedures (including the dimensiors of 
quality)and GAGAS and applies such knov@g6 to 
lmproveadmlnlstrMvi3andjobfunctionsandc+ies 
others in the application of policies and procsdurss. 
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Frequently: 

Makes assignment segment estimates that are un- 
realistic, incomplete, and do not reflect priorities, for 
example, does not identify critical work locations or 
suggests inappropriate or ineft icient estimates .of 
staff and skills or unrealistic time frames to com- 
plete work. Fails to anticipate,assignment constraints 
and contingencies. 

Is unable to construct alternative research ap- 
proaches that meet project objectives. Suggests 
approaches the are inconsistent with professional 
standards. Rarefy makes constructive suggestions 
for the methodology. Suggests revisions to proposed 
methodologyttiat are inappropriate andirvould re- 
suit in significant delays in meeting project require- 
ments. : 

Ovetfooks issues with potential for dollar savings anal 
or nonfinancial benefits or fails to plan, audiievalua- 
tion steps necessary to fully develop them. 

Demonstrates rile knowledge of planning tools (such 
as the job assessment, design matrix and project 
planning software) and fails to understand their role 
in achieving desired outcomes related to time, cost 
and quality. 

\ e - 
1. Planning 

Band II Performance Standards (Continued) 

Usually: Almost Always: 

‘Makes practical and complete assignment segment Makesassignment segment estimates that are on 
estimates. Identifies staff and skills needed, time 
frames to complete work, and constraints or risks 

target, addressing staff and skills needed, timeframes 

and specifies some contingencies. 
to complete work, work locations, headquarters, and 
geld coordination, and minimize”downtime.” Antici- 
pates constraints or risks and develops feasible mttl- 
gatfng strategies or contingencies at the outset. 

Uses available information to construct alternative 
research approaches, conskferfng professional stan- 
daIdsandgenerallyrecognizedanatyticaltech~. 
Recognizes appropriate methodology for a project 
and offers suggestions. to modify proposals to facili- 
tate meeting requirements. 

Identifies issues with potential for, and plans work 
steps that lead to, dollar savings and/or nonfinancial 
benefii. 

: 
Understands and.uses planning tools,(such as the T 
job assessment, design matrix and project planning, 
software)that helpthet~mmeetcommftmentdates .- 
and cost estimates and coaches others In their use. 

Wforms independent research on alternative meth- 
ods and approaches or introduces new insights In 
job methodology. Makes proposals and produces 
results that reflect an advanced level of technical 
and professional evaluation com$tency. ‘Oi.d&- 
ops-neworiinklueme~o~recogniz~ttypeers 
as having theoretical value and $actk~J application 
to projects. 

Identifies issues and plans work steps that provide 
results in terms of dollar savings an@or nonfinancial 
benefits to thegovernment and t+ayers. 

Finds Innovative ways to use fifanningbols (such 
as the jcb assessment, design mattfx’and project 
planning softGam)to niaxfmiie their value in hef@ng 
to meet commitment dates and cost estimates and 
coaches.otheis in the work area to use them more 
effectively. 

(Continued on Next Page) 10/1/97 



1. Planning 

Band II Performance Standards (Continuea 

Frequently: Usually: Almost Ahuays: 

Demonstrates little knowledge of pdlicies, proce- 
dures, regulations, and legislation that appty’to GAO’s 

Displays knowledge of policies, procedures, regula- .-j-Demonstrates thorough knowledge of poticies, pro- 

work; does not stay abreast of developments that 
tttnsr and legislation that applyto GAO’s work; stays d ceduies, regulations, and !egi&i& that apply to 

affect work; does not recognize’how changes in poli- 
abreast of developmentsthat-affectworlC.recognizes GAOSWrk:iaav&e of deveiof&n&nd changes 

t 
ties, procedures, regulations, and legislation affect 

how changes in policies, procedures, regulations, that affect work and takes prompt action to ensure 

work; and does not take action to.ensure that GAO 
and legislation affect work, and takes action to en- -that GAObsponds appryiately; .. .. 

. 
8 responds appropriately. 

sure that GAO responds appropdately 

I 

Chooses a method and format for message commu- Chooses format and method for message communi- 
nication that is unresponsive, ,inappropriate, or il- 
logical and incomplete and reouires’extensive sub- 

cation that facilitates logical, responsive, and con- 
Chooses a format for message communication that 

elusive presentation, of findings, conclusions, and 
is ~togical and effective in pres’enttng findings; c&t- 

stantive change. Suggests communication method 
clu&~iarid n$comr&tdati&isand adhereHo GAO 

that fails to meet customer’s need, requires unnec- 
Mations. The form of commun~Mton meets ;i:: policy~ Meets the customer’s needs and &$&es no 

essary resources, or does not adhere to GAO poii- 
‘thecustomer’sneeds~ - 

,. 

mfgffme a&j&&f ~sou~~,~&‘~&&&$~ 
. 

ties and procedures. 
. 

I -A------ l -&-,---- ‘. I ----A--+ -? L ------ND I 1 1 
Unkcep?able 

*.. -8: .,_. : .r4 . . 
Fujly Succes@d .ExceWs kully Successful- 

5’ -, 
Needs Improii!ment~, Outstanciing 



2. DataGathering and Documentation 

Acquiring and documenting relevant data to develop supportable findings, conclusions and recommendations or otherwise 
fulfill project objectives, Including researching and fdenfitj4ng data sources and data collection strategies, identifying @s&g 
data, and ensuring that data are current and.accuraie. Learning and app/ying current automatedlook ,fo co//&t &hare 
organizb and manipulate data. Following GAO p?l@es and procedures @en prepa.ring @I foms, and pmjeot?r adminkmtiv~ : .. 
docutienfafion. .. 

‘~,I .- 
l- . :.-.: .:. 

2 
3 
16 

Fiequently: U&ally: 

Does not use the appropriate data collection meth- 
ods which adversely affects product quality and de- 

Identifies and uses the appropriate data collection 

lays completion of work. 
methods for producing quality products that meet 
commitmentd&e~. \ 

- I I 

Chooses’an iricoinplete or inappropriate data-gath- Identifies appropriate&a s&&es~obtains’r&ant 
ering approach or submits documentation that is 
unreliable. Fails to follow up to obtain missing data 

and reliable d@a$thin specified time frames. 

or conducts ineffective follow-up. . 3:. 
’ - :. 

SuKiits workpapers that are assembled, indexed, 
and cross-indexed in a manner that makes verifiia- 

Asseniblk, irideies, and c&S-ind6xes worl&&rs 

tion impossible. 
properly and efficiently to facilitate analysis. Orga- 
nizes workpapers to,support +3zpreparation of writ- 

‘i 
.’ ten summaries or report segments. 

” < 1. 

/ ,, 

Resists learning and/or using available ADP resources 
(such as computer, Internet, agency data bases) to 

Uses ,~~y$@le ADP ,psou~~~~ @g., computer,. 

accomplish work. 
Internet, agenc)idata -es) td obtain, create, store, 
share and access data. 

(Continued on Next Page) 

.. 

I 

:  
.  . . :  

I  

.  . :  

,_ .‘,. 

: :  , .  

A&et Ahvaye: 

Identifiesand uses the most appropriate data col- 
lecti+ ,rpet&dg for producing~qualiiproducts within, 
or ahe@of aged-upon,deadlines;t Helps-others to 
expediiedatagathgring.. ‘. -. . . . . _ 

;;. :; F 
Identifies appropriate data sources and obtains rel- 
evant data 16 sustain supportable conclusions ahead 
of specified time frames an&in the most cost-effec- .:. ., > .‘ 
tivt$man~riorgar\izesrganizes data10 ensue reader under- I-, 
sl&cling.~,, i .’ :: : ‘, 2 ‘. 

- : ” 
‘&&mble& lndixei, and cross-indexes wo*apers’ 
to ex~@gu@cfu+,~nalysis.~.Documentation is 
rea@ly @@@zd ito summaries to support segments.: 
of @audvproj@i .and~critical.data,is readily differ-. 
entiated-from.o&er &den& with less-than-normal j 
level of supervisory review. Workpapers stand on 
their.- with little or no need for elaboration. 

Seeks opportunities to enhance data gathering 
through innovathre use of ADP resources, including 
learning new technology. 

10H197 



Frequently: 

Is unaware of or ignores GAO policies and proce- 
dures related to ensuring reliability and complete- 
ness of computer-based data. 

:-Misleads otherstaff ‘members due to incomplete or 
inaccurate background research. 

Prepares inaccurate or incomplete administrative 
documentation. 

Requires extensive supervision or coaching to com- 
plete data gathering or documentation. Does not 
recognize the need for or seek help from supervisor. 

Submits draft products that contain material that is 
not fully documented and supported, requiring many 
substantivechanges. I 

Ensures that draft products contain only fully docu- 
mented;factual materfal,,requirlng fey substanttve 

Ensures that draft products contain only factual ma- 

changes. 
terfatthat Is relevant,” fullydodumented, and sup- 

)_. -: ported;requiring no changes. 

: 

5 
I --------I-- --., +-~~(,~-L-----(--- ----- 

.l 2 3 4 

1 

5 
Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful Outstanding 

2. Data Gatherlng and Documentation 

, !, ..~ -. 

Balnd II’Phfohaiice Stai&ls fC&tlnued) . 

Usually: Almost Always: i ‘... 
. 

Applies GAO policies and procedures, as approprf- 
ate, to ensure reliability and completeness of com- 

Applies the highest professional standards when 

pu@&aseddata and analysis. 
applying GAO polkles and procedures toensure the 

, reliabllii and completeness of computer-based data 
resulting lnconsistentfy trouble-free handling of data. 

Conducts relevant research to.ldentffybackgmund ‘. “Mod&s prevtously researched data collection meth- 
information on previously used data and data collec- ,.. ads or-techniques for use on the current assignment. 
tion methpds and techniques, and applies lnfonna- :,Such m_qdifications are,new>.orunique and result in 
tion to the current assignment. Performs complete decreased calendar,time or.cost. -. 
and accurate.research. . . 

/. 

Prepares administrative documentatkrn, in&din&he - Pr@ares completeand accurate administrative docu- 
Performance Audit Self-Assessment Guide, requlr- 
ing minimal revision. Maintains documentation in 

mentation&cluding the Performance Audi Self-As- 

the Job Management and Project File. 
sessment Guide. Malntalnsdocumentation lndhe 

-. . . _ : Job Management andProject File. Is consulted by 
peers ,to.provide clearguidance In meeting GAO 
~qulWlM3nts. 

Requires an average amount of supervisionorco&h- 
ing to complete--data gathering or documentation, 

Requires llttle or no supervision to complete data 

typical of the staff member’s progression In the band 
gathering or documentation, typical of the staff 
member’s progression In the band level. Discovers 

level. Seeks help from supervisor when needed. and resolves problems, getting concurrence from 
supervisor. 
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3. Data Analysis 

Organizing; tabulating, contrasting, and synthesizing data of,inrOraffon to pmdu? flndiigs, conclusions, andmcommendations; = -. 
using computer fools to support analysis; appfying p~~ssiona/~a~pf~ana~~f fkhnkjues (statisfit$, ,-nom,*, accounting, . . 
and so on); determining validi& reliability, and qua/&of data and the adequatipof evidence supportfngifindi~gs or conclusio&, 
including -those in GA& own work. 

. .’ 
,:, :t 

I 
s 

Frequently: 

Does not co&&e work,by self-established and 
mutually agreed-upon deadlines. Rarely makes 
suggestions on how to expedite,data analysis. 

: 

Chooses or a&i& an analysis strategy inapproprt- 
ate to the objectives of the evaluation; includes irrel- 
evant analysis; overlooks job constraints. 

Conducts inappropriate analyses (using an improper, 
overly complax, orsimplistic technique) for the job. 

. 

Conducts,anatyses requiring many changes by the 
supervisor to meet project objectives. 

Interprets. summarizes, or reports statistical analy- 
ses incompletely,- incorrectly, or in a confusing man- 
ner 

. Bdnd II Perfiwmance Sta ndardk 

Usually: 

Conipletesworkby agreed-upon deadlinas. Isawam 
of time constraints and suggests ways to expedfta 
analysis. ‘. 

.i 

Devises or applies an analysis strategy that ad- 
dresses the objectives of the evaluatton and helps 
to produce a high quality’produdt that meets com- 
mitment dates. Makes provision for typical job con-8 
straints. 

ConductsappDDpriateanalysesuslngthepropertecb 
niques (for example;informationsynthesis, content- 
analysis, statistics,~economeidcs, operations re- 
search, modeling, accounting, and so on). 

Conducts analyses mquirfng~ iittle changaV bythe 
supervisor~tomeet project objtkthtes. 

’ i 

: 

Almost Ahvays: 

Completeswork on or ahead,of agreed-upon dead; 
lines.~ f$4psothers to expedite analysis. ..’ : .- 

.,.’ :.- 

Devises or applies an analysis plan that provides a 
unique~scWfc+n tocomplaxe~luattori cbjactfves that 
have eluded @vfous attempts at-ofution. ~. 

Conducts analyses usinf~ untque or new techniques. 
‘orw~~~~info~~ninprodudhre~~toachieve 
job objectives. 

:  :  

Completes ovim analyses requiring liieif &y change Completes ovim analyses requiring liieif &y change 
by the sr@&or and &&tedby others to trouble- by the sr@&or and &&tedby others to trcuble- 
shootfmcf ldentii.enrs in their work. shootfmcf ldentii.enrs in their work. 

Interprets, summarizes, or reports statistical ana# _ 
ses correctly: and in a tiay that others’can urrditr~’ 

Interprets complex statistical data correctly; summa- 

Stand. 
.- rites and reports statfstfcal analyses cfearly and com- 

pletefy; provides data in a format that is understood 
by both professionals and lay people. 

(Coplnued on Next Page) 



3. Data Analysis 

Band II Performance Standards (Continued) 

Frequently: Usually: 

Chooses an inappropriate research methodology, 
data analysis,-or software package; cannot justify 

Chooses an appropriate research methodology, data 
analysis, or software package; justifies decisions. 

decisions. 

f 
Has difficulty deciding if evidence gathered is suff i- Determines if evfdence gathered is sufficient. Oath- 
cient. 

s 
Fails to gather an adequate amount of evi- em an adequate-2ainount of evidence that is relevant 

dence or evidence lacks relevance to the audit steps/ ‘~-to the audit steps/project objectives. 
project objectives. ~ 

Gathers more data than needed, or data that are. Gathers data efficiently, avoiding the time and ex- 
not relevant toassignment objectives. pense of gathering extraneous information, ’ 

. . 

Fails to recognize that data are weak or problem- Evaluates the quantity and qualii of evidence to 
atic, even after. having several opportunities to do 
so. Cannot, identify serious gaps or Weaknesses in 

detemMe if lt satisfies the requirements of ktditiuaf 
project objectives. Determines lf ‘data are suffffient 

evidence or determine what evidence is needed to to draw proper conclusions and recommendations 
satisfy individual project objectives without constant and, if not, follows up. 
supervision. 

Fails to appropriately consider findings of fact, weight Approuriateiy considers findings of fact, weight of 
of evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO standards evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO standards when 
when drawing conclusions, resulting in extensive dis- drawing conclusions, resulting in liile need for dis- 
cussion and revision; draws conclusions based on cussion and revision, draws condusbns on comptete, 
incomplete, inaccurate, or outdated information; is accurate, and up-to-date information; is prepared for 
poorly prepared for challenges. challenges. 

Requires continuous supervision or coaching to corn: Requires an average amount of supevfsory review 
plete analysis. Does not .recognize the need for or or coaching to complete analysis, ty@cal’of the staff 
seek help from supervisor. . member’s pmgmssion in the band-level. Seeks help 

from supervisor when needed. 

(Continued on Next Page) 

‘L 

- .  

Almopt Ahwiys: 

Selects rese&ch methodology .thaf is technically 
sound and efficient and urovfdes a convincina ratio- 

- nafe for the choice. 

Gathers error-free evidence that meets all requlre- 
ments despite heavy work load, the ability to work 
independently, complexity, deadlines, or a combina- 
tion of these factors. 

Gathers data in a highly efficient manner with most 
information directly respons*ti to assignment.objec- 
tlvei 

Is consulted by supervisors and peers to examine 
data or an@ysr+ to identify and correct weaknesses 
and assure that all job objectives are met. Y 

Does original or unique work when analyzing data, 
drawfng conclusions, and developing recommenda- 
tkxts, especlaffy for complex or sensitive evaluations. 

Requires Me or no supervision to complete analy- 
sis, typjcatofthe staff member’s progression in the 
band level. Discovers and resolves problems and 
gets concuwnce from supetvisor. 
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3. Data Analysis 

Frequently: 

e&d II 
. . . 

Perform 
: ‘.. ” 

,, ~ : ante Standards (Contlnq&) .I .a-.-‘- :; 

ll+ial~: ~~, Almost Always: : 

Reviews of analysis are not constructive or timely; fq - 
creates tenSiOil-by K&W COmTtetitS; behaves arm 

evrewsofanafysesamconskuctheandtimefy,iden- Review9 of even complex anaiysis are uniformly con- 

gantiy or makes, irrelevant co’mments. 
tifying majO<&+, r any qi&, and ensuing wmpli- 

ante with GAO policy guidance. 
struct?, timeb,and include outlines of possibte re- 

,. vi+tppyhe~ to correct problems; Reviews are 

ii 
‘ 

thorough and fxovide perspective for$major @rues.- : ‘. 

z 
When referencing a report, overlooks or ignores 
subtle relationships among data and fails to identify 

When referencing a report, explains weaknesses in When referencing a. report, detects weaknesses in 

weaknesses in support of conclusions and recom- 
support of cortckrsions and recommendations. supporting data and- in subtle, relationshipsin the 

mendations. 
_ ^/ data-that leads to modifylng some conclusions and 

. recommendations, resulting in a stronger report. 

: 

q.. 

.* ,. ; . -,= ;. ._ ‘,’ >’ . . .-:‘. .:. , .r 3:. ;: I ---d-k-- l --.-.--m-&L 1 -’ .: ,’ :. : ‘I ---A----. - 
1 

Unacceptable 
2 3 

Needs ImproveAent 
i ,.,I. -’ 5 

Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful. Outstandlng 

‘_ 

I  
3. 

_ 

, .  
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4.Writte;C Communication 

Preparing and reviewing a variety of written products in collaboration with 6thers including isWe area and assignment plans, 
interview write-ups, workpapers, workpaper summaries, report segments, chaptern, technical appendixes, complete reports 
or testimony data tiollection instruments, internal and external correspondence, admtntstrative documentation of a/i types, 
including performance appraisals. and speeches and professional articles. Using automated capabilities to develop, review, 
and pro&s GAO prod&ts. 

8 
Frequently: 

Prepares written products that are incomplete, inac- 
curate, illogical, or are untimely, or fail to achieve 
project objectives. Writes draft reports that require 
substantial changes after several rewrites or are sub- 
milted after extended deadlines. Prepares products 
that do not conform to GAO policy guidance. Uses 
incomplete sentences and incorrect grammar and 
spelling. 

_ _‘. 
,:. ” 

Submits supkficial interview write-ups lacking docu- 
mentation to support comparisons, clarity, and cov- 
erage;. providing insufficient details for use as evi- 
dence; or cotitaining facttiakrrors. . 

: 
Prepares summaries that are poorly developed and 
had t& understand; fail to focus attention on the 
main issues; and require correction by the supervi- 
sor. Develops conclusions and recommendations 
unsubstantiated by supporting information. 

Band II Performance Standa& 

U&lly : Almost Always: 

Prepares written prod&s that are accurate, objet- Prepares written products ihat are accurtite, objec- 
tive, complete, timely, a?d clear; uses sufficient ex- 
amples to support co)lc!usions and recommenda- 

tive, timely, and clear: succinctly presents the hot- 

tions. Produces compicjte reports that require only 
tom-line message which reflects the appropriate con- 
text; contextually sophist’ka@d and require only mini- 

occasional substantive revision. Reviews or revises mal change. Completes products before established 
report drafts from staff quickly and ensures that is- time frames and complies with GAO rjolicy guidance. 
sues are presented accurately and fully supported. Produces complete reports or other written products 
Prepares products that conform to GAO policy guid- that pFr$ complex isques !n easily understood lan- 
ante. Uses complete sentences and correct gram- 
mar and spellinglz, i 

guag$ti!.pntain Fndusions and wmm,endations 
Y$atare .mrelyquestione& Use+ complete sentences 
and correct grammar and spe!ling. I 

Prepares intenriew write-ups that may require some Prepares inte,@eww+upsthata;reccn@ete in every 
supetvisoty revision but are accurate, provide suffi- 
cient details for use ii-evidence, and me@,expe& 

‘Y&&t and are clear, logicali and well organized 
2nd r&$lr& mini@ supetvisory rev&n. 

tatiofis forc6yrage+nd clarity. -‘,i ;. 

Prepares written summaries that are complete, con- = : Prepa- written summaries that are complete, con- 
cise, accurate, and logical and require an average cise, accurate, and logical and require minimal Su- 
.amount of supe.wiso.ry revision. Encounters.aver- 
&ieMfiiHy incorp&tiilg seveial related issues and 

pewlsory twisbn. Easily inccrpofates several related 
issues and develops fully supported conclusions and 

developsadequatelysupportedconclusbnsandrec- recommendationk. 
ommendations. 

(Continued on Next Page) 10/l/97 
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d) e % a . . . 
4.Wrkten Communlcatlon 

Band-II Petformance Stand ards (Continued) 
ri ‘, ~, 

-. ., ','.' : 
Fr&&ently: ., .I 

..,-. “sualj-: - --- ‘tp 
. ..-. 

.- ‘. Alm~stAl~y~:: ‘I. ‘Y’ .. ,: ‘. . . . ] ‘_ . . 
“. , 

PrePare9 report segments.that’are disorganized or - ’ Preparesreport segrnents,thatdsg~s.rei~ant’is- 
.; .‘.” (<’ ‘, j : 

diverge from agreed4ipon outline; includes mist&&~ 
PrepareS.weii-organizeb,;well-slructured, and logi-. 

sues and arewell organized, i~icai;&mpiete,~and ‘: cat ce~,~~s~ments.lPr.~u~ipj~lssues cfearfy2:l 
ing background information~or presentation. Pm:. ~accumte; <i’ and.condsety so thatreaders easilyunderstand find- 

ii 
sents issues’unclearty so th&t the baSii for conciu- ‘, 
sionsand recommendations is not-apparent. . ‘. I’-’ -‘-’ 

;I 

. . 
‘_ ,‘_ ./ ‘: ,: 

. 

Does not use automated capabilities including graph- 
its to improve on-the-job and message-related corn- 

Uses automated capabilities including graphics to 

munication. 
improve on-the-job and message-related communi- 
cation. 

ingS;+idusig~, and.r@zornmendatione::. -:-- ‘:’ :: : 
,,. . ‘, .’ ; . 

Makes,optimat use of automated capabilities inciud- 
trig gr$rtcs to improve on-the-job and messageire: ,.. : 
lated.~mm@cation.. , :‘; .i c.:, . , : 

. .- . . . . 

Co~~~~~.h3h-s~a~~~~ti~i~~~~~of other&vrit~ 
ten pr$@pts that$fetect laws.overlw.ked:by ~t~others 
andtha?provide.tnsight~intothe:mosf compiex.pmd+ ~ 
ucts. Performs reviews that are uniformtyconstruc-l i:. 
tive and,lnciude outlines..qf , possible; revised< ap; 
Proaches to remedykfenttfied problems. - 

Prepares data collection instruments that are weil- 
constructed and formatted and reflect a comprehen- 
Sfve understanding of developments in the field. 
Prepares instruments that are completely integrated 
and facilitate subsequent anafysis. 

When reviewing written products of others, cannot 
provide constructive or helpful assistance,cmating 

Conducts timely, constructive, highquality reviews 

tension with comments that are arrogant, insulting, 
of. written products of others that provide helpful 

or clearly irrelevant. Fails to complete reviews on’ 
1 suggestions on ~ZII to improve identified problems.. / ;, I ;-., 

time. 
. . 

Prepares final data collection instruments with bi- 
ased orambi‘guous items, providing an inadequate 
data collection and an incomplete coverage of project 
objectives, or performs activities that fail to produce 
a work product or one that is way beyond schedule. 
Prepares instruments that are poorly integrated and 
make subsequent analysis difficult. 

.  ‘. _ ; - - I ; . .  

~ _ .--.- - , : .  
I’ . ,  

. : .  

Prepares data collection instruments with properly 
constructed and formatted items, resulting in com- 
piete coverage of job.objectives., -Prepare.s.-ques- 
tionnaires or’fntdrview k&&hat are understand- 
able and have proper grammar and structure. Pre- 
pares instruments that facilitate subsequent anaiy- 
sis. 

1 

Unacceptable 
2 3 ._. ‘. -::;,: _ 4 

Fully Siu&kful 
,<...;.’ 5 

Needs Improvement Exceeds Fully Successful Outstanding 
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5. Oral C~mm”nlcatlon 

Communicaf&g upward and downward so fbat information ffow# freely and shared understanding occurs; contributing to openness, 
hones& mutual respect and cgoperation that enhances effective communication with other GAO staff; communicating wifh 
agency personnel; meeting with Members of Congress and theirsfat&; representing GAO to the public, private o&mzafions, 
and the press; communicating complex technical information to clients. 

rp 
I 
;! 

Frequently: ,’ 
‘. 

Presents information in an illogical, unorganized 
manner. Loses audience by diminishing questions, 
4gnoring questions entirely, or allowing discussion to 
stray from objectives. Fails to explain &signme’nts 
or how they relate to’the work’df others. Does not 
allow the-opportunity to clarify’lnstrudtions. 

- . . . ,  

. - I  

.Bahd lfPerformanceStanda~d+ 

Usyslly: Almost Always: 

Prepares information that is clear, concise, and well,... ..PF@s information in a clear, concise, and well- 
organized. Shows respect for comments of part&, - organi:ed manne& F&sponds well to all questions, 
pants. Keeps discussion on track. Elii’& comments tncluding upant!cipated ones. Createsafavorable 
of others. Summ$zes the results of the meeting. .- ImpJession for effe@iv?.Fmmunication:by seeking 

_ i : : : ? th$.@ws af,others and respecting.different points 
~._ :. . . : qf~~i~~.:Asks,problng questionsIo:insure that ev- 

eryone under&&d& the matters discussed. Con- 
cluc@FZ,pqetlng with a complete summary of argu- 
men&, @@slonsi.or actions to be taken-and-who 
willdowQa& I(. i . I:’ 

Fails to present known GAO position to the public, 
private orga’nizatiofis, or the media accurately. 
Speaks with ‘more atithority than is approp&t6 as 
GAO spok&person.-Fails to weigh&onsequ&es 
of remarks and allows piMona bias td cloud issues. : 
Fails-to listen and therefore retiponds if&$p6prfately. 
Becomes argumentative when questioned. Requires . 
rn0re than average supervision. 

Accurately presents GAO position to the putilii, pri- Demonstratesawarenessthat he or she is represent- 
vate organizations, or the press. Recognizes level ing GJO.(@the public;private:organizatlons, or the 
of authority as GAO spokesperson. Weighs conse- ,. 

~‘quen+s off-responses befw speaklvg, clearly dls- 
.,pres$~~.d that actiofl~..and:st&tem~nts can reflect 

thgulshlng between fact and &j$lon, and av;d!ds 
‘fa66bly.or $nf&or&bly .on GAO;:not- just self. 

discI&@ sen&ive/tentative fihdings prematurely, 
,Welg@pnseque&sof statements and makes re- 

Listens well and responds to issues at hand; mini- b 
flective and appropriate responses. Clearly dlstin- 

m‘izeS extraneous information. 
gutshes’between fact and opinion and avoids dis- 
doslngsensitiveortentativeconclusions prematurely. 
Listens well, responds appropriately and articulates 
and remains calm in adverse situations. 

(Continued on Next Page) 1011/W 



5. Oral Communlcatlon 

Frequently: 
.’ 

Band II Performance Standards IContlnued) ‘, : 

Usually: ” r Almost AlAys: 

‘Requires extensive guidance in preparing for meet- 
ings (GAO, agency, congressional, or media). Con- 

Presents information in a clear, well-organized man- 
ner and answers most questions. Invites additional 

At GAO, agency, congressional, or media meetings, 

tributes little to meetings. Has diff icuity responding 
ImoW whee,and how to ,uss.visuai aids; speaks au- . 

to basic questions about projectobjectives. Leaves 
questions to ensure understanding.~ Keeps the disi 
cussion or meeting appropriate to objectives. En-. 

thorttativeiy on subject matter,and displays abilff to. 

i 
meeting without understanding results. Makes corn sures participants! understanding at the conckiskxl 

iespond directly to question&isedT, &-&&&g& 

;: 
ments that create a hostile-envkonment. .: of meetings/discussions. 

actLve$artfcipation by other& Sense; au’dience:s 

receptivity to presentation and adjusts accordingly. 
Shows thorough knowledge of projects and their re- 
lationship. tobroader issues. :... :. 

Presents,technicai information in a manner that cii- Presents technical information -issues and plans 
entscannot understand. Presents absolute position 
and refuses to listen to others,or presentaitema- 

clearly and succinctly in a way that clients under- 
Presents t@hni,cai information clear&and persua- 1’. 

stand. Actively listens to alternative plans proposed 
siveiy toclients, demonstrating the‘lmportance and: 1 

tives. Causes the fess of potential clients or client 
reiev@e’of planning and,r@ea,mh Pmposais. A& _ 

dissatisfaction with technical assistance services., 
.by potent/al clients. Articulates positions that are. 
flexible butassuresciients of their value.- 

tivaiy listens t&olient proposals’andis sensitive.ta... 
‘.- implied’.concems. ‘Routinely ~convinces clients’ to. 

-. I 
‘. 

adopt more bmductive iesearchdesign~ by &ad y, ,,- 
,:. and @iseiy explaining ti$ str&hs:and~weak~: it : 

nesses ofakemative designs even on unusuafiy coti 
piex,a@gnments. 

’ 

,’ 

I -----e-m I -----mm- I -----h--I-y------I 

1 2 3 
” 

.:,; -. 4--- .‘.: ,:. : 1, SC- ,“<- 
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6.Teamwork,Working Relationships, and Equal Opportunity (EO) 

Demonsfraiing support for and promoting colaboratirie efforts to achieve mfssion requirements, satMy customer needs, and 
meet common goals. Promoting teamwork which includes he/p/rig each other, meeflng commitments, valuing ideas and 
suggestions of others, communicating open/y and candidly, encouraging others fo participate fu//y in discussions; and employing 
techniques for problem solving, decision making, and recognizing the contributions of both individuals ant teams. 

“- ; 
Establishing and mainfaining effective and constructive working relationships with a/! stakeholders and others both inside 
and outside GAO. +- 

Ensuring thaf principles of equal opportunity are properly observed. 

f 

zi 
Frequently: 

Band ii Perform anca Standard% 

Usually: Almost Always: 
.’ 

Fails to support cooperative projects or those cho- 
sen by group consensus, putting own interests ahead 
of the group’s; does not perform well as part of a 
team by refusing to-exchange information, belittling 
the suggestioos of others, or ignqring group deci- 
sions. Hesitates or refuses to take on additional or 
difficult work or to help coworkers;-relies excessively 
on assistance from others. Does not meet commit- 
ments. 

Collaborates with coworkers and others: adjusts to.- PrOmotes teamwork and.cooperation~ espwjally in 
different working styles, approaches and perspec- ’ 
tives. 

fnr$&in& &fir@, &@&ca&6 $&ior$; antici- 
Does his/her part of assigved workload; ‘= pates’pot$ial &nfli@s arid @dt&seF,sihem directly 

proactively assists tithers as ne6ded to Feet, t(t-am ,tind &c,W~; is g&i&$ in.expr&sing:o@views 
objectives. Meets commitments. ‘* ’ ~tie,~‘d&//~$wi~~ ot@r&: ~~ll@gl~~.&ce@s addi- 

tion$ p$?fjju? r&p&nsibilit+, requ@i@$h$@ng- 
ing, nov&Ot,unu+al assignrWnts;,pti$velyhelps 
cowork&& Meets commitme&. Models exemplary 
wprkbehayiors and mentors others to enhance their 
pelfcj~. ., y 

,- ._ .‘:-.’ 
Does not listen constructiyely to others; expresses Listensconstmctively to others; expresses ownideas Actively tiontribties’ to the qu&y of i&m discus- 
views in a @fusing wgy;..does not respect the indi- so as to be clearfy undektood, respe&s others when 
vrdual when.expressing disagreements. is conten- expressing disa&eements. Freely shares lnforma- 

sigfi<&d interabtions; er@rge$ h&it&$ and ,per- 

tious or diii$ie in team discussions and interactions. tionand deVel6pmentWthiri and out+ieipr the tivrk 
s@+lve @f oth& in discu&i~.~s;#m@@ consen- 

’ susbuild!n$. Takes initi@e,lri get$ng o#$~.up to 
I Resists sharing information or skills, placing self in- groupwhen appropriate. speed tic&nplex issues and subje@,mt@r.- 
terest over group’s interests. 

\ 

Refuses to acknowledge or disparages contributions Provides informal and formal encouragement and Actively pursues appropriate recognition of lndividu- 
of others. Creates morale problems within group. re6gnition to others. . . . als and the team that significantly contributes to team 

morale. 

(Continued on Next Page) 101li97 



Frequently: 

Fails to acquire specialized or general skills in a timely 
manner which affects personal contributions or team 
productivity. Fails to provide opportunities to others 
to develop their knowledge, skills and abilities. Does 

i 
not seek out reasonable personal developmental 

;! 
experiences. 

Subordinates team decisions and goals to indiiidual 
goals. ‘- ! 

.,i 
Does not contribute to or worksagainst ensuring a 
shared understanding of job objectives;roles and 
report messages by not facilitating or by exhibiting 
counterproductive behavior in job-related design sum 
mits and other work-related meetings. :. 

. 
Shows discourtesy and disrespect toothe&. Disre- 
garding the need for results, fails to encourage, 
praise, or directly assist staff members for delivering 
high-quality performance and noteworthy contrtbu- 
tions. 

Reacts to constructive feedback with hostility or de- 
fensiveness: attempts to shift blame or responsibil- 
ity for mistakes. 

G.Teamwork, Working Relatlonshlps, and Equal Opportunlty (EO) 

Band II Petformance Standards (Continued) 
’ 

Usually: 

Develops or builds on specialized or general skills 
and to further team objectives. Provides opportuni- 
ties to others to develop their,knowledge, skills, abili- 
ties. Seeks necessary personal training and devel- 
opmental experiences.. 

: 
,’ 

Brings about a shared understandlng’of job objec- 
tives, roles and report messages by facilitating job- 
related design summits and other work-related meet- 
ings. : . . 

Assigns work in a fair. and equitable manner; pro- 
vides opportunittes for development of all staff mem- 
bers, and praises and encourages staff for high qual- 
lty performance. Identifies need for affirmatlve.ac- 
tion, takes steps to implement in the v&k setting; 

Responds~con+uctively to feedback. 

. 
< 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 

Almost Always: I 

Provides leadership and assistance to others in ac- 
quiring and mastering knowledge and skills for short- 
range and long-range needs. 

Values cor@utions and support for team decisions 
and goals $rile.accommod@ng indlvklual goals. ,‘: .*: 

I  , . ,  

Brings about a shared understanding of jobobjec- 
tives, mtes and report messages by facilitating job- 
related de&n summtts and other,woik-related meet?- 
ings, andcoaches others in these methods. ,. 

‘Demonstrates respect and concern for‘others to 
strengthen and maintain-effective working relation- 
ships. ts extremely ,active in seeking out and help- 
ing othe$to provtde support and se,rves as a role : * 
~l.ttiiiiiigh-~.rspnqll.a~~~s,--T~~~s, others v&h 
‘dignjty; sqeks to understand and demonstrates re- 
spect forthe$ecfs, perspectives,, and responsibili- 
ties of others; mMtains confidences; develops con- 
structtve ~worklngrelationships with people whose 
goals, culture, background, or values diier from own. 

Is highly responsive and open to feedback, encour- 
aging others to provide suggestions for improvement 
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6,Teamwork,Working Relationships, and Equal Opportunity (EC)) 

Frequently: 

Resists accepting other than preferred staff on asd 
signment, fails to ensure members equal status and 
assign work fairly or provide opportunities for pro- 
fessional development. 

a *.. 
Creates confltcts in work group; makes distinctions- 
of ‘race, sex, and so on and expresses an unwillfng- 
ness to work,with certain people; does not support 
Affirmative Actionor EG-goals., ,. 

Creates friction in dealings with GAO, agency, or 
congressional officials.’ Does not consider GAO’s 
viewpoint when adwcating a point of view. 

I- .’ 

Band ll t%f&llan~e-S~nda~~ (Contlnum 
:. 

Usually: &most A&&5: 

Welcomes all types of staff on assignment without :‘ Actively seeks ali.types.of;staff. on Assignment re- 
distinction based on race, sex, and so on; assures _ ,ga&@s.of race$ex, and so on, &uresthefrequal 
their equal status, assigns work in a fair and equi- Cl ‘statu$.assigns workfairlyand-seeks opportunities 
table-manner, andseeksoppoitunities for develop- 
ment of all staff member& ‘Cooperates in achiev- 

forcfe&ld;pment of altstaff, A&rely cooperates fn 

irig aff irmatiie action-goals. 
achi$fng sjffkmative:action goals; 

:-. 

Works harmoniously with coworketi, treating-them 
fairly regardless of race, sex, and so on; supports 

Actively works to promote harmony with coworkers 

and furthers Affirmative Action and EO goals. 
without distinctions on the basis of race, sex, and so 
omsupports andfurthers Afflrm@veAction and EO 
go&ls;@d expresses a witffngness, to.work’fnEO 

‘,.. 
‘, “> (“ progr@soiactivities. .:. . . 

Builds. professional relationships both. within and 
: 

outside of GAO; considers GAO’s interests when 
Actively builds bmfessionat relationships both within 

advocating a point of view. 
end outside GAO; considers GAO’s interests.when 

0. 
aaocatfng a pointof~view.. Builds relationships to 

‘_ the extent that the employee is~consutted for advice 
and direction by peers and others. 

z : ,i : 
-3 

;. :. . . 
.. 5 ..i’ :. ;=, ,i ,,.- .5. .: -----L--I----L---I-------iI ----s--B 

I’ I 
2 : 3 4, ‘I.--, 5 

Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful Outstanding 
-: 



7. Supervision, Appraisal, and Counseling 

Delegating work to subordinates;reviewing wrkpmducts to assess accutaq tmnp/ia~ with obj@@s, sufiiciency&suppofiin@ ,: : ‘. = . 

documenfafion, and compliance with GAO policies and standards and generally accepted govemmmt a@i~ing.&anda& _ I ‘-.- .. 
(GAGAS); evaluating staff p&formance against expe?tafions and appraising perfomrance; andprumoting staff devel~pmenC i 

{ 

4 Freauentlv: ’ 
6 

- 
:, ,). 

Fails to effectively communicate performa& goals 
and standardsto subordinates; mhking it diff itiult for 
them to undeistand the basis foi measurih&ttieir 
performance. Fails to s&it subordinate’s input about 
their performance. 

Fails to monitor progress; allows major issues to 
go unnoticed and unresolved; delays taking correc- 
tive-action-when problems arise, causing disrup- 
tion and delays in work;’ fails to track actions and 
decisions or -inform’ mdnagement of signifibaht 
events. 

Inappropriately steps in and completes subordinate’s 
tasks rather than assisting the subordinate or ex- 
plaining how to do the task properly. 

C$nniir&ate~ ~~~onn~~e&Scttit@is~l&ly in! Lo&lly &lai@ &o&m& ex+&io&3,, taking . . . 
eluding how inditiidgal efforts&n.help achi& &; ._ into aqcdunt -sjdb .requiiementsi Sde&&, and 

‘. p~nat~GAostrateg~~~irncj:ijerfonna~me~~ - 
subotditi&‘< &xpe&tions &d&ins s&f’s accep- 

sures. Solicits subordinates’ input about expecta- 
tions and opportunities to develop their skills. Pro- 

tar?+&tti@paty need to adjust expectations as 

vidcs clear “@ prac$al assistance to subordinates 
jo@@iJi?~~~hang+T f+ides @@ionand ass&- 

thzitadd~~es,@@ heeds. Recqgnizes@anges in 
tande to.,staF by identifying. and&ing ,altemative-.. Y 

. ero&bes accor;diigio situation.-Uses sound judg- 
job co&fitionis ‘and acfjuits g@l~.ahd star@&& a& ,._ mer$$&t&$ining amoint of &sisfan&quired; 
cordingly in c?njunctio;;‘Wiihsurd~~a~~. *“’ ‘. ” 

._. :. adj,ti$tix&t&ioriti to allow staff rnwimuy bevel- 
opm&tal c&or&ties. 

Uses project plans and planning tools to monitor 
pr@r&s ofiric&idual staff members. 

Wf&Kmd~itoririg staff -pro&e& onassighmenfs, .: 
Ic+Mifies net:. . . ,antic$&s &&&es se&it&e per&Gal pt&@ns 

essary cti&ges ai@ d~~~~ai~~~t~~,~~~~~~~ :. wit&t ‘&f&tin~ deadlines, 
action befdre &&ignm;&ht ii adve&&@&ie& 

N&es- &p.m&age- . 

Considers &aff it?pti,at$ keeps it@ &f ‘6&&g& 
rMer$%f ‘~&&@&i?s &quidng a&ion ~?d&c~~4: . 

ment iitfotied6f the ba&is foi&ci&onti affectihg 
‘. m&x$@@ $@@t&ble to~&agerylent~a@ staff; _ . . 

thewor& .;I .‘_ 

Pm!++ suby@a@ st@@$‘+r!+j+ yments % 
Delegates work considering GAO’s needs and 

and a SllffidM EmObfifdf fdiflxkf6tif~h6~.’ 

employee’s capabilities, interest, and developmen- 

provides remedial guidance as necessary, 
faf needs; oversees delegated tasks to monitor work 
progression, identify potential problems, intervene 
appropriately, and reassign work and realign prioti- 

: _I ;;. ‘.; .I~ ,.I- . ’ , ._ : .*’ Y. .: .ii ties to ensure timely and effective goal accomplish- 

(Continued on Next Page) 10/1/9? 
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7. SupervisIon, Appraisal, and Counseling ’ 

:. , 

Frequently: Us@ly: Almost Aliays: 

Takes ineffective or inappropriate action to deal with 
employee performance or motivational problems; 

Discusses irityperso~ai pFbl6ms with, affected 

staff members, invofving them ‘in the solution. 

Iden?i!iespoRential stan disagreqpnte and .inter- 

or refers disagreements and interpersonal difficui- 
Is‘ ~.pemonal,pmbiems and takes action or m&&ap- 

ties to superiors without trying to resolve them with 
‘aware of GAO’s professionat coWeiors, seeks their propiiate referrat before they:adverseiy affect the 

I 
individual staff member. 

‘advice, and refers affectv staff to counselingwhen, 
‘appropriate. ‘_ ;, 

job.::.When &or&ringe,.solt,$iohs are impossible, 

adjusts work assignments, and responstbi(tjes- so :. , 

3 
that problems have minimal impact on the work. 

Fails to provide feedback and counseling during the Provides appropriate performance counseling to sub- ,:: ‘Dealswith employees in an open; professional man- 
rating period. ordinates, ging Sp@fi6 examples of the emptoj@‘s 

strengths’or citing instances of deficfe~nt performance 
neti re*rds good performance withrecogniti~, pro- 

and ways to improve; .:.’ _ 
.? ,;vides.~~~st~hre,-specifhi and. timely feedback on 

. : pyfomia~ and wotk pmducts;,effectivety counsels 
and encourageaemp~yees wkh mottvattonatorper- 

^ formance pr+le,ms. . , . . 
I , 

_ .I 
Fails to comply with established policies and proce- ,’ 
dures whencompleting perfomiance appraisals, or 

4Evaiuates~ job performance timely and objecttvely 

apprakais are seldom prepared on time.;’ Fails to 
based’on performance standards;supports evalua- 

Completes performance .apprafsais.tn accordance 
with ail poifciesand procedures and on.tfme. Antict- 

tlons withrelevant eiamples of performance; dis- pates perfomiance problems and provides remedial 
discuss performance evaluation with employee. Ai- _ qssesperformanceevatuattonwithen@oyees, fde~ 
lows personal relations to influence the rating out- tidying strengths and areas needing improvement; 

counseiing4hroughoutthe assignment. Devfsesand 
impfementsstrategiesforstaff perfo mlancf3impfo~ 

come. deals directfy and objectfve,fyfih performance pmb- ment throughout the assignment. 
iems; maintains a helpful, constructive attitude, es- 
tablishing two-way communication. 

Leaves training and developmental activities strictly Informs employees of avaitabte training programs and Supports and encourages employee developmental 
to the initiative of employees; ignores training needs helps employees plan ways to meet performance 
of staff; fails to advise employees on training op improvement goals; encourages staff to develop In- 

activftfes; counsels employees about training needs, 
informfng them of available training courses and other 

tions; cancels staff’s participation in training. I _ diiiduat training plans,: . . opportuniti;es;.provides opportunities for a broad 
spectrum of both formal and ortithe-job training; tai- 
.lors development plans and.activtties to the skills 
and knowledge of employees. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 1tW9? 
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Frequently: 

Demonstrates little understanding or support for 
GAG’s job management process and supporting tools. 

Makes haphazard staffing decisions for assignments 
that fail to enhance employee skills or reflect devel- 
,opmental needs of staff; ignores readily available 
information when assigning staff. 

7. Supervlslon, Appraisal, and Counseling 

Band II Performance Standards IContInued) 

Usually: 

Takes a leadership role in understanding and using - 
GAG’s job management process and its support- 
ing tools and technology and encouragesand sup- 
ports others in doing so. 

. 

Makes reasonable work assignments that gener- -; 
ally enhance employee skills and meet develop- : 
mental needs on the basis of available Information 
on staff members’ existing skills, job requkements, 
and so on. 

‘ 

Almost Alkays: 

Takes a leadership role In understanding and using 
GAO’s job management process and its supporting 
technology and idenilfies ways to continuously im- . 
prove the process and/or tools. 

Makes Work assjgnments that achieve a highly de- 
sirabte.employee/job match, significantly enhance 
employee sktlls, and fully meet developmental needs. 

. 

5 
_’ 

I  

m - - - - - - m  

I  

- - - -  1 - - - - - L - - I - - - - - - - - I - - - -  

2 

1 

3 4 5 
Unacceptable Needs Improvement Fully Successful Ex&eds Fully Successful Outstanding 
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Appendix VI 

GAO Form 175, Perfonn@ce ApPraisal for 

a 
&ndIIIEmployees : 
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AppendixW “: 

Perfophnce Standards: Band III 9. (,’ 1 ,’ ; .’ ;. I, 
,. 

: 1 
.( 
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1. Planning 

Takes a leadership role in using GAO’S job management process and supporting technology to meet commitment dates and 
cost e&mates in overseeing or conducting asi;ignedpmject(s); identifying issues and planning work steps that&wide results 
in terms of improved government operations-such as dollar savings a&or nonfinancial benefits to the gobemment and 
taxpayers; initiating, reviewing, or providing technic?/ input for qssessing project proposals’ scope, relevance, and technical 
adequacy according to GAO poiicy and generally accepted government audifing standards (GAGAS); anaiyzjng the feasibiiify 
of project staff and resource needs, milestones, and costs. Ensuring responsiveness to customer needs bo!h In terms of 
information developed and method of presentation; integrating assignments and requests in light of commitments. 

Confribufing to issue area or annual work plans; serving as a focal poinf for an issue area, technical field, or administrative 
activity in a division or region; building a workbase for an assigned segment of an issue area that contributes to lines-of- 
effort; confritwting to and monitoring the issue area job compendium to ensum cutrent and future staflutlization and development. 
Keeping abreast of congressional, agenq and curretit even& as we/i as GAO activities affecfing assigned areas; identifying 
trends and forecasting future- needs for assigned areas. ~ 

Frequently: 

Overlooks issues with potential for dollar savings 
and/or nonfinancial benefits or fails to plan audit/ 
evaluation steps necessary to fully develop them. 
Does not utilize appropriate project planning tools 
(such as the job assessment,design matrix, and 
project planning software) that result in missed com- 
mitment dates and inaccurate cost estimates; devel- 
ops plans that require extensive revisions; initiates 
assignments without determining avaflabilii of staff 
or planning for contingencies; forms vague objec- 
tives and gives little attention to cost analyses; de; 
velops unrealistic and vague long-range plans: has 
difficulty establishing resource priorities, resulting in 
over-expenditures and waste; maintains a superfi- 
cial and biased knowledge base in a program or sub- 
ject -area by using a few readily available inforrna- 
tioh sources; discusses project ideas with stakehold- 
ers, GAO management and congressional custom- 

j3and III Performance Standards 

Usually: Almost Always: 

Understands the context and identifies issues with Exceeds performance requlrements at ‘the .Fully 
potential for, and plans work steps that lead to, Successful and Exceeds Fully Successful &vels; 
dollar savings and/or nonfinancial benefits. Under- understands the context and identifies issues and 
stands and uses project planning tools (such as plans work steps that provide results in jterms of 
the job assessment, design matrix, and project dollar savings and/or nonfinancial benefit&to the 
planning software) that help the team meet com- 
mitment dates and cost estimates and coaches 

government and taxpayers: finds innovatff:,ways 

others in their use; develops or manages the de- 
to use planning tools;(such as the job assessment, 
design matrix, and project planning software)to 

velopment of logical, easy-to-follow plans accord- maximize their value In helping to meet X!ommlt- 
ing to GAO-wide policies and procedures, includ- 
ing the dimensions of qualii, and GAGAS that are. 

ment dates and cost estimates and coaqh$s oth- 
ers in the work area to use them more effectively; 

within constraints, flexible,and include project ob- develops or manages the development of ijlansfor 
jectives, major Issues to be addressed, steps and assigned projects that require few, ff any, r@jsions, 
resources required, and realistic target dates; pre- meet all objectives, provide for most efficient use 
pares plans to allow suff icierit time for review and of resources, and permit work to be com$ted in 
staffing; sets priorities, allocates resources, and the shortest time frame;develops plans that~fnc& 
monitors work flow so that projects are completed 
on schedule and within budget yet meet GAO qual- 

porate unique or ne$v approaches to improve .eC 
fectfveness and anticipate contingencies;. antici- 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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Frequently: I” 

et-s, or tectinical ex@xtsincbm~l&e~ or inadequatti~, 
is not. awar Of: dongrebionh iiiteresi in ti&LXtil 
GAOreceiv~t$“cha~e’equest. ‘I:;:‘, ;. :: ‘.‘-Y s 

-:_ ‘: . . x 

if 
I , I .:. ‘. ;; 
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1. Planning 
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Unaccci~table Needs ‘Improvement 

-; ,: :‘ 5 : 

Exceeds Fully Successful Outstandirig .̂  , r. .‘. 
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2. lmplementlng ProJects 

Eking a ieadership role in understanding, using and promoting the use of GAO’s int&mat@n technoiogy ~-BSOUIICBS (such 
as current automated tools and software, Internet, videoconferencing) to of&In, create, store, analyze, and share data; to 
develop, review and process GAO products; and to communicate with others; ensuring pmjects’ adherence to GAO poiicy 
and genera//y accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS), timely delivery, and technical soundness, meeting with 
others to resolve pti.biems; providing continuing assessment of progress and ensuring sufficient tesoumes to meet any modified 
project object,%% or time frames; using appropriate methods andpractices to ensure efficiency, quality and ffmeiiness;applying 
specialized methodology and recommending data sources required to satisfy ptwjects’scope and o6jecHves; .advising superiors 
of projects’status; ensuring responsiveness of contractor technical support to GAO operations. 

Conducting highly complex analyses, developing data collection instruments, andapplying expert knowledge; using or developing 
an array of high/y sophisticated research and advancedstatisticai methods, sampling and actuarial techniques, scaifng, and 
economic analysis; using specialized knowledge to assess the adequacy of pmducts’conclustons. Fo/iowing up with report 
recipients to ensure customer satisfaction. 

, 

impiemetitin~~~n array of job- a&personnel/-&ated&je& such as assignment staffing, affirmative action pians, employee 
suggestions, annual needs determ@ations, the unit@ merit se&#@ process,. quality :assumnce, n~oume allocation, and 
recruiting. 

I- Band Ill Performance Standard* 

Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Is unable to ticcomplish basic objectives of an as- Identifies key issues when fMilling an assignment; :rExceeds yperformance -requirements at the Fully 
signment or does not suggest feasible solutions to anawes and interprets data correctly, gives tech- -S~essful.;and.iEe~~~Fully- Succ&@.Hev&; 
unexpected problems, or uses inappropriate or in- ni@i@i~ qs requir@, VI* ~$c?u~~,ef@@@y, 

-&I% @v@ws” ~o~Vk pii)~ptij?;,orgapize~:. @?&to 
~..Is,resourceful4n.compli3tln~ difficdlt&&ignn’ients; 

accurate me?hods or data; fails to stay abreast of ‘.fi.nds innovativeways to usd&toiniiited‘W~ &f 
or use appropriate automated tools and technol- ]’ .,‘stiaig@5n$rd pt@$@nta~o~@&d~ al~ay~,~$rr&~s @chnology; t$aximizes their @5teiitial%iin@Qv6job 
ogy or does not ensure their efficient use; draws - $r$~~~natile cc+lu@@s; +ivps,-~~na.nti#ated performanceand helpfi titherUn th6 work @@*ise 

.I conclusion6 and makes recommendations !h$ are .‘lpmblem~ and m+ts @f@c&pon4~~g~t @e&as them,mote effectively~maxitiiz& knowiedddshar-. 
: unsuppoited,by-evidence; allo+ ijersoi$l b&es pajt of completi~~.proi~~,,m~ets\?r~~-k~ipeopie ’ Ing for th@greate#possible ijff idi&ic$ qu’alii&d 

to influence’ Gonclusions; does not keep su@riors to id&My issues of conceni and areas for future timeliness;diagnoses critical problems immediately . 
informed of project progress and ignores or con- -work; implements projects according to GAO cri- 4nd qtiR%v provides effective solutions; promptly 
teals problems. teria for eff kiency, qualii, and timeliness, incltid- adjusts the scope or direction of a project when 

.i _ -: ._~: -., ..- I; 
: _- 



2. Implementing Projects 

% andstandards ~~ntlnu~ 
L ,,. 

Frequently: Usualljr: Almost. Always: 

ing compliance with job management poljcies and 
.: 

-procedures and the apyjmpriate’use of automated 
appropriate: synthesizes vast amounts of complex 

tools and technology; and promotes and encour- 
data to ensure that all work products are relevant 

iI 

ages their use. 
to the problem, issue, or project objectives; pre- 
sents welliupported findings, conclusions; .,and 
recommendations; manages or conducts concur-’ . 

I rent ass@nments effectivejy and ensures that criti- 
cal and often competing work objectives&e com- 
pleted on time; produces exemplary products that . 
always, meet GAG’s highest standards for quality 
.‘and timeliness. ,. 

) 

I t --B--D-- 
l -----A-L 

1 2 
I-AL--i-I ------- -1 
3 4 

Unacceptable Needs Improvement 
5 

Firlly Successful. Exceeds Fully Successful, ‘. .._’ ,’ Outstanding 
..^ 

.’ , 
.i 

: / 



3. Communkations 

Communicating upwardand downward to ensum that information flows freely andshared understanding occurs andcontributing 
to openness, honesty, mutual respect and cooperation that enhances effective communication with other GAO staff. Serving 
as a critical link between senior management and staff to communicate policy, management inftfatf~s andpdorfties; keeping 
staff informed and answering sta#. questions about po/fc$ initiatives and priorities. 

Communicating orally anq-in writing; reviewing products and supporting evidence to ensure application of the dimensions 
of qua/i& and relevance to customeis; overseeing the devlelopment of reports, management letters, staff studies, and te;Stimony 
to ensure their compliance with GAO policies and ptucedutes and effectiveness in communicating pmject results w#h particular 
attention to the context sophistication of the products; conducting report conferences and review meetings to develop ffna/ 
products; assisting in drawing conclusions from the teports’analyses; helping provide testfmony on project results; conducting 
briefings pith GAO officials, congressional customers, news media, and other-inteesfed parties before and after product 
distribution; making written and oralpresentatio?s on unit plans, policies andpFdu?s, qudgetq, staff ne@ asse?sments, 
requiting, and.products resu/ting from special projects on niariy-l;ubjects.,.‘, ’ 

Band ill Performance S darda ‘tan 

Frequently: ‘- -Usually: Almost Ahways: 

Exhibits a passive attitude toward learning and com- Maintains current awareness of and communicates Exceeds performance requirements at the Fully 
municating new policies, initiatives and priorities to management policies, initiatives and priorities to 
staff; does not seek answers to questions from staff. 

-;S.~cce+d and Exceeds Fully Successful lev- 

staff; obtains tinswers to questions from staff to“ -;w,els andr. 
ensure clarity. 

..I ~.‘. $. i ._ ,.: 
, i 

,, I$. prbijlcth~~in:learning.?horoughly understanding, 
.&ndMm,mti$&atlng,.~~pag6~ent policies, ,initia- 
tives &dp&$iies.tp$tafi probes higher manage- 
m$t .td;. seek claiification on diffic.ult or:sensifii 
Ques@ns irom staff. 

. . -. 

Uses correct, grdmmar, sentence stri&&,..and Makes unclear or disorganized oral and written pre- ?vlake&&Xand written pre&ta&ns th& are tai- 
sentations that evidence gaps in logic; presents -sQl& wti6n%iting drtifjeaking; p&&its mat&la1 lored’to tie’l&e&ed audience a&l a’m authorita- 
work that is wordy or reflects personal bias: pro- that is accurate, objective, complete, significant, tlve, .envlnClng, objective, and demonstrate a vary 
duces iritten material that requires extensive revi- ’ timely, clear and contextually sophisticated (as de- high level of contextual sophistication; presents 
sion to correct omissions, irrelevancies, organiza- fined in the PA0 dimensions,of quality); axpre$ses 

-- _’ 
complex material In a logical, well-organized, con- . . . 

-_ “_. ’ 

(Continued on Next Page) lOHl97 



Frequently: 

tionai problems, and grammar; ignores revisions 
suggested by superiors or peers and cannot be 
relied upon to review and revise products submit- 

I 

ted by staff. 

3 

3. Communlcatlons 

Band III Performance Standards (Continued) 

Usually: 

ideas clearly enough thatreaders and listeners 
seldom need clarification even when technical ma- 
terial is being discussed; speaks at ease before 
most groups, with few distractions: responds ap- 
propriately to unanticipated questions or interrup- 
tions in nearly all settings. 

., 

Almost Always: ’ 

else, and thorough manner: produces products that 
are accurate and completed before agreed-upon 
deadltnes; produces products thatrequire minimal 
revision., . 

-- . 
l; 

I  

- - - - m - - m  

.l “ .  

I  

2 

-y--&+-l-ry - - - - -  I - - & - - - - - (  

Unacdeptitfh 
- :;’ .3 

Need.k016prov&tent , 
4 

Fully-Successfi~l . Efceeds.Fully Suc.iiessful 

8 : .,:‘. .r;. 

:’ . . 
&@h,~cj~ng~ - 

” _. i 
: /~ 

., . 
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4. External Relations 

Acting as an official liaison and representative for GAO in relations with congressional customers and pertinent external 
groups, including other agencies; establishing and maintaining contacts with applicable congressional customers throughout 
the program/project cycle; representing GAO and agency products to the press; representing GAO at meetings, conferences, 
and seminars as a participant, speaker, or to facilitate idea and information exchange;prvmoting good relations with facul& 
staff, and students at pertinent colleges and universities and with job applicants. 

I 

Band Ill Pirformance Standarda 

8 
Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Fails to develop good relationships with agency li- Negotiates liaison relationships with other agen- 
aisons before starting jobs and may be discourte- ties to facilitate information flow and ease any ten- 

Exceeds performance requirements at the FuUy 
Successful and Exceeds Fully Successful levels; 

ous to personnel at the agency being evaluated; sions between the agency and GAO that may have 
does not keep congressional customers informed ._ !e@ted from earlier contacts; maintains a ~rodi~& 

maintains a high. level=of,visibility and s_ervice to 

of work status during revietis; addresses matters tlve relationship with congressional customers; in- 
&ngressional cust&ers; maintains operi channels 
of communication with key personne! in other agen- 

outside of area of responsibility or is unresponsive forms congressional custqmers of.GAO work sta- cles, particularly upper management and Inspec- 
to questions in area. tu$; refrains from discussing matters outside area t&s General; skillfully explores different perspec- 

of authority or expertise with the press or other tives and arrives at workable solutions; maintains 
customers; represents,GAO on panels at external contacts with outside subject experts; eases the 
organizations; attends meetings with external pro- transition of successors; inakes time available to 
fessional associates to faciliite idea exchange and represent GAO at conferences and seminars as a 
good relations. ..: speaker or participant; skillfully handles the media; 

displays seasoned judgment and tact when delay- 
ing or-deferring congressional requests. 

3: 
. . 

‘,$ 3: 
I  

- - - m - - - - - - - - - - - -  

I  I  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - m m  

I  I 
1 2 3 4 5 

Unacceptable Needs lmprovemeni Fully Successful Exceeds Fully Successful Outstandlng 
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S.Teamwurk, Working Relationships, and Performance Management 

:I,,.. 
Taking a leadwshiprole in-developin& supportibg apd proqo&g;t?qamwo[k to achieve &&ion~&&em~nts, satis&customer 
needs, and meet common~~oals includin~cotitihicatiiig cjp&f&~,cai)did/” “‘m~tin~.c &@g,r&ou~es and 
,supporting other teams .and GAO-wide obj&tives,’ an?-rqcdgnlzind the kq~tf~t.wtio&Yb( both $divk$@sCand- teams. :.=. 

_ ..’ ., : :, --’ 
;; 

:. .’ 
&ing a leadership role‘ in ;esfab/ishitig and maintqini~g eff&ti& and construct& i&r/& &at/o&hips w& ii/ GAG stakeholder ‘, ;. 

-. and. others involved in the assignment; inolu;dingfho~e iffht$dq~ati&S; i@ld, ~iari;l,~,~:~~~~~~p~~:~~n~~~ ‘Con&@ng mu/&unit. 
: 

projects without diss&sion or dtitayis; @sp/ayir@ a t&e range of inferperso@/W+ to faciritafe ck~e/opi&~~ 0e.w appmaches - 
to successfu//y compltiting work. Promoting coopei’atitin ‘B;id ,r+@ct. _. , . ._ ‘: :. I- ,. “ .I 

_ Discussing perfonancis expectation@; providing e&ctitie .feedb&k, prep&g app&sa&, and assistifig empioiees wiih careei 
development; communicating and implementing TGAC? policy andHa!dards, including those regarding equal opportunity and 
affirmative action; tieating all employees fairly@ Work &sigriq+-caner d&J@pment, and advancement opportunities; and 
recommending people for awards and taking Wrective @@is. 1 .’ ,’ . ‘-, I: 

Frequently:. 

Does not coordinate with other GAO units on a 
timely basis; creating delays and conflicts. Does 
not work with team/others to set clear, shared goals; 
does not communicate openly and candidly; places 
unnecessaryilimits on team member roles or fails 
to take ,opportunlties~ for flexibilities -in ‘assigned 
roles; is too rigid. in work style and. does not foster 
collaboration and cooperation with others; discour; 
ages participation and staff involvement in 
decisionmaking; creates or tolerates serious im- 
balances in the workload of team members that 
detract from achieving team objectives; does not 
fulfill commitments or agreements; takes team 
members for granted and does not seek appropri- 
ate recognition for excellence; is slow to act or ne- 
glects opportunities to build the specialized or gen- 
eral skills that are needed to support short-range 
orlong-range.objectives; discourages staff partici- 
pation, creativity and innovation. 

Usialb~$nd Ill Per#orm&e Standarde ’ .- : ’ 
: .: . .- : AlmosiPlfways: 

Shotis courtesy and works effectively)uith &&$I- 
. . . ., , 

nel in other GAO‘ units: contacti o&i GA6 units 
E~~~~~~~~ance:requi~.~~ atthe Fihly 
S&ces&f~i arid E&eds Fully &cessful lev- 

to introduce new staff who will be working in an el+,a?+:. ,.. :- 
area of common interest. Works with others to ,.. 
estab1is.h clea<‘*shared goals; communicates, : Goe~.be&&.,normal.professfonal~oourtesy when 
openlyand candidly: promotes flexfb!e rof$s. for Self working fifth..other GAGunits; learns the problems ., 
.and other team members; collabprates~vrith oth;, . . and donc&ns-,of iupporfand technical officesto 
ers to get needed, &is; fosters differ&t woikkig .lmpro& teamwork; regularly assesses the envfron- 
styles, approaches and perspectives: encourages merit forpotential conflicts with other units working 
participation and staff involvement In In similarareas,Takes ,aleading.role:inintegrating~;: 
decisionmaking; takes the lead In ensuring that 
everyone carries their part of the workload to meet 

teamvrk into day-to-day business; !focuses’.on, 

team objectives; meets commitments; creates a 
enlarges,orcre+s.new pempectiveson~waysthat . ; 

positive learning environment which builds on spe- 
teanlivorkcan_:further GAO goals. and;cemmit-.. 

ciafized and general skills to further work objec- 
ments; supports others by shating staff and re- 
soumes;:~cels$~ the efficient use of-resources- 

tfves;fxovkfes recognition and rewa@s for.fnnd~$fu: specialized skills, budget, facilities, equipment, 
als and teams fhat’promote and su@Mcoopera~ training, and rewards to support team requirements 
tive efforts. and objectives; ensures that commitments and 

agreements are mat; consults with staff one-on- 

/ 
<‘: , L ‘- ‘1 .-I’ ,,~~~,’ one fqjmprove managerial and team skills that pro- , ;,-ri “- ,_ 
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S.Teamwork, Working Relatlonshlps, and Performance Yanggement 

-1 ,- :I”- -. = B&d Ill PerformMce Standards (Continuea .- 
_.. s’ -,, 

iJsial&. ’ . .,~ -: 
: 

Frequentljc ilmost ,Ahnmys: 
. . 

. . - ..3 . . 
-. mote understanding, trust, and effectiie&ramwork; 

achieves a high level ofstaffparticipation;creativ- 
.lty and innovation; modelsexemplary work behav- 

. .‘. Jars and. mentors others to, enhance team perfor- 
.mance., I ,- 

ii 

., 

Does not contribute to or works against ensuring a Brings about a shared understanding:of job objec- 
i;. .‘. 

3 shared understanding of job objectives, roles and tives, roles~and report messag&by f&iiffating job- 
Brings.@out a sharedfundersfanding of job objec- 

report messages by not facilitating or by exhibiting related design< summits, message conferences and 
tlves, mlesandreport messages by facilitating job- 

counterproductive behavior in job-related design other work-relatedlmeetings. ._ 
retated.de$gn summits, message conferences and 

summits andiother work-related meetings. ‘_ . other work-related meetings and coaches others 
.:. inthese methods. 

Is inappropriately argumentative and confronta- 
..*! L’ 

tional;-makes unreasonable demands on’support 
Demonstrates lealdeiship by establishing and main- ..’ Promoteshigh,morale, and motivatea others--uses 
taining effective and constructive tirking relation- “I ’ 

staff; is discourteous and regularly refers interper- 
tact and d$omacy to resolve or significanily re- 

ships with stakeholders, supervisors, coworkers 
sonal difficulties to superiors before trying to re- andcustomers; treats cowo.rkers fairlv, courteously, 

:duceinterpersonal conflicts, even in highly stress- 

solve them; may criticize, punish, or ridicule peers and politely; tries’to calm tensions In most conflict 
ful situations; requests appropriate assistance if 
unable to resolve a conflict. 

without constructively providing any alternatives. situations and often succeeds: considers alternate 
pointsof view and’-listens to peer feedback; fre-, 
-quently. sharesskills with junior staff. .’ .’ _ i 

(. 
Fails to set, clear expectations or give feedback on 
performance or gives inaccurate, misleading, 
vague, or overly- harsh feedback; displays defen- 
siveness or: lacks interest.during performance dis- 
cussions and does not-share information; when-re- 
viewing a draft, requests revisions withoutoffering 
a rationale or revises work without explanation; as- 
signs work.unevenly or without regard to ability or 
potential; does not encourage the use of training 
resources; moves employees into positions in which 

: -.. 

Sets- clear expectations including how indivkkral 
efforts can help achieve appropriate GAO strate- 
gic goals’and pe,r&rmance~ measures, monitors i 
~performance; and. provides adequate feedback. 
‘about brobieni-~a^ie~s;.‘~ffe~ sp@f jc suggestions 
‘to improve performance In a posltll manner; a& 
knowledges good performance and -.a&: out-- 
standing performanceXas approprjate; takes appr& 

: priate action when pe$ormancCi’br conduct need- I 
-improvement; divides&orkassigr&nts into .man- 

,.. 

Establishes performance expectations that are 
clear and consistent with staff roles and responsl- 
bjlities;, reviewsr,performance; provides specific 
feedback thatis clear and encourages understand- 
ing and acceptance; maintains approachability; of- 
fers praise when deserved and rewards outstand- 
ing performance; takes action to provide construc- 

: We feedback on performancethat is below expec- 
tations; assigns work evenly and appropriately and 
provkfes on-the-job training; demonstrates concern 

(Continued on Next Page) to/1197 



-4b & _ 
B.Teamwork, Working Relationships, and Petformance Management 

Band III Performance Standards (Continued) _- 

Usuallyi ._ -_ 

ageable segments: provides tnformation about 
training opportunities when an obvious training. 
need exists and discusses Ways that staffcanbufld~z 
positive career tiperiences. 

.’ 

Frequently: 

they cannot function and provides no development 
assistance; considers race, gender, marital status, 
or other criteria in a manner inconsistent with GAO 

I 

equal opportunity and affirmative action policy 
when assigning work or evaluating performance.- 

z 

. .. :: 

_. 
_,j 

$ I . 

I ---i-y-- l -------- l ------------A-, 
1 2 

I 
-3:. ‘. 4. -I 

i ’ Unacceptable 
._ 

Needs Improvement F~lly:S~cce~sf~l Exceeds FUIIL Su~ce?sfrjl 
5 .: 

.‘- Outstahdlng 

AlmoM-,Ahiviis: 
~8 I 

forstaffdevelopment needs and may conduct sys-,‘ 
tematlcsurveys of staff training needs; encourages 
participation- in structured training and other job- 
enhancement opportunities.. 

., / 
:.. 

,, 



6. Organlzatlon Management 

Demonstrating leadership by maintaining a viable work base for an assigned segment of an issue area and building staff 
capacity to address upcoming or emerging work; obtaining rime/y training to ef&ientiy and effectively enhance the ski/i base 
of staff; formulating, evaluating, or implementing work procedures, practices, or policies; InvesHgaHng operational probiems 
and deve/oping strategies for addm?sing them; establishing financial, staffing, or msoume priorities; coordinating assignments 
to ensure maximum resource usage or reviewing fhem for fairness and appropriateness to GAO goais; managing support 
staff or administrative or technical assistants; keeping abreast of GAO’S affirmative action pians and unit-level goals Ibr 
hiring, promotions, and job assignments; evaluating unit recrMing programs; implementing signi&ant administrative management 
duties, including those at regional offices, or suboffices; moniforing relations and agreements with the housing agent; serving 
as a representative for GAO-wide activities; setting or advising on unit-/eve/policy; serving on poikzy task fames and representing 

I 

superiors at meetings and decision-making forums. 

Band III Petformance Standard6 
z 

Frequently: Usually: Almost Always: 

Develops programs and makes decisions without 
consulting affected parties; approves required ad- 
ministrative forms late,. or approves inaccurate 
forms; does not-visit job sites to observe working 
conditions and does not display a knowledge of 
employee rights; doe? not respond to staff input, 
projecting an aloof or defensive attitude; holds few 
staff meetings and does not seriously consjder the 
suggestions that are advanced; fails to inform staff 
of changes in policies or procedures, providing lim- 
ited informatjon only when confusion arises:-de- 
scribes GAO work inaccurately or unfavorably 
when interviewing applictints; presents bnctear and 
inaccurate evaluations of policies and procedur&s; 
offers formulations or suggestions regarding work 
procedures- that contradict established policies; fails 
ti, anticipate problems or develdp effective prob- 
lem-solving strategies. 

Applies resources in proportion to priorities, goals, Exceeds performance requirements at the Fully 
and objectives; accurately prepares or reviews 
travel vouchers, time,and att&idanc&report& and 

8uccessful and Exceeds F,u!!y Successful levels; 
uses resdurces so that all work Is completed as 

other administrative material; safeguards sensitive quickly and inexpensively as possible; suggests and 
and classified Information aMmaintains up-to-da@ / pioneers changes In administrative and other man- 
files on GAO policies and procedures: promptly agement requirements that simplify work; develops 
communicates or helps implement new policies or suggests processes and procedures for easing 
and procedures to staW,,provides feedback on pro- the effect of staff changes or innovative approaches 
posed administrative actions; estabfishes policies to furthering the agency mission and goals; solicits 
and procedures to ensure phone coverage and comments, suggestions, and complaints from staff 
prompt mail detiiry and adjusts staff schedules members, encouraging involvement through effec- 
to meet work loads during peak periods; consld- tive meetings and timely discussions; provides full 
ers stav commenF.acd syggestions,~conducts sta! and detailed information about relevant work pro- 
m~etings&d pprtiCip+es,iv inform@discussions cedures; policies, and practides#Muliy interviews 
wheNtime,, permits; provide5 adequate and,tim6ly 
infomiatidn on’changqq,iri‘ @licles ,pr,prgcedures; 

. . appl&ants; presents fair, easily titideistood policy 

‘identifies’the need for timely training td build staff 
formulations or suggestions that rilre r!ot open to 
alternative interpretations; points out potential 

capacity and ensures delivery of training; accu; sh&tcWil~~s”and suggests alternatives when 
rately describes the job when interviewing appli-, evaluating current policies and procedures; pro- 
cants. 

(Contlnued on Next Page) 
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Appendix VIII 

Btid I, II, and III Role Definitions ” 

Band.1 Rdle Band I has twolevels: developmental and full performance. Role 
detitions have been developed for each Definiti~m~ ‘. ,, ‘. . . 

. ‘,_ 
._ .,II ‘.. .‘I ,. 

Developmental Level ‘,. ‘, Developmental-level band I staff are’ assigned a variety of job 
: experiences to 1 earn the Roh&s and procedures associated with 
GAO audit and evaluation. work, including using automated tech- 
.nology .and tdols for ~planriing~~~~ata~gathering and analysis, and 
preparing written product& Fact-gathering and documentary 
assignments lead to more, advanced planning, data analysis, v@it- 
ing assignments, and personalcontacts inside GAO and in other 
agencies. Typical assignmenti include 

l data-gathering activities, such as conducting research, conducting 
interviews, and s urnma&& facts in writing; 

l applying analytical methods .to data such as determining patterns, 
trends, or irregularities and drawing conclusions; 

l researching and writing aspectsof audit plans, consisting of the 
design matrix and the project plan; 

l in&viewing agency officials; 

l maintaining proper documentation.in the Job Management and 
Project Rile; and 

l writing report segments. 

Some specialists in this band possess basic knowledge in a spe- 
cialty field, such as statistics, mathematics, actuarial science, ‘and 
accounting, and work with and assist more. experienced special- 
ists. They progressively acquire more advanced knowledge, skills, 
.and abilities (KSAs) and the ability to carry out more difficult 
assignments with less supervision. Staff ultimately can perform 

. moderately complex tasks ..tith min@al supervision. -.. -I . 
. ,.* .,-, _, ,.., __ i I. ,. ~. _ : y- c 

Staff in this band are expected to support and promote collabora- 
tive efforts to achieve mission requirements, satisfy customer 
needs, meet common goals, and comply with GAO policies, gener- 
ally accepted. government auditing standards (GAGAS), ‘and other 
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Appendix VIII 
Band I, II, and III Bole Definition 

.requirements...-Au..staff,also!should promote teamwork, which 
includes helping .one~snother,~meeting commitments, valuing ideas 
and suggestions of others, ~communicating openly and candidly 
encouraging others to +&ipate fully in discussions, employing 
techniques for problem solving and ~decision~making, recognizing 
the contributions of both individuals and teams, and .er&uing that 
the principles of equal opportunity are properly observed. 

Supervision of staff in this band should decrease as the employee 
obtains experience and lmowledge to the point where only broad 
assignments are made and the employee devises his or her own 
work methods to meet broadly stated objectives. Work is re- 
viewed to ensure objectives are met and GAO policies are fol- 
lowed. 

NLPerfonnance Level Full-performance band I staff are expected to perform the full range 
of audit andevahration functions, including ongoing responsibility for 
a speciEc component :ofcaproject .aud using planning tools, such as 
design matrices and project planning software. ‘Apical assignments 
include 

l developing the audit plan, consisting of the design matrix and the 
project plan; 

l leading data collection efforts or reviewing the data collection 
efforts of others, performing report processing functions, referenc- 
ing, or clearing referencing points; 

l selecting and applying analytical methods appropriate to the 
situation from a number of alternatives to develop conclusions and 
recommendations; 

l integrating and consolidating analyses and written summaries of 
others to develop draft chapters or complete draft products; and 

‘> 
l participating in or leading meetings with GAO and agency officials 

to communicate results of work. 

Some specialists in this band possess basic knowledge in a spe- 
cialty field, such as statistics, mathematics, actuarial science, and 
accounting, and work with and assist more experienced special- 
ists. They progressively acquire more advanced knowledge, skills, 
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an! abilities (K&Is) and the ability to carry out more difficult 
ass~gmnents *with less supervision Staff ultimately can perform 
moderately complejrtas~ with minimal supervision. 

,. : 

Staff in this band are expected to support and promote collabora- 
t&e dfforts to. achieve mission reQuiremen& satisfy customer 
needs, meet CO&On~5goalsj .and &niply with GAO policies, 
GAGAS, and other requirements. All staff also should promote - 
teamwork;,which ,&hides ‘helping one another, meeting commit- 
ments, valuing ideas aind suggestions of others, ‘communicating 
openly and candidly, .encoura@ng others to participate fully in 
discussions, employing techniques for problem solving and deci- 
sion making, recognizing the contributions of both individuals and 
teams, and ensuring that the principles of equalopportunity are 
properly observed. I 

Supervision of staff in this band should decrease as the employee 
obtains experience and knowledge to the point where only broad 
assignments are made and the.employee devises his or her own 
work methods to meet broadly stated objectives. Work is reviewed, 
to ensure objectives are-met and GAO policies are followed. 

Band II Role 
Definition 

Band II staff are responsible for successfully completing ‘assign- 
merits or major segme,nts of assignments; using planning tools, 
such as design matrices and project planning software; and inte 
grating all phases of audit and evaluation work. Responsibilities 
also may include leading other team members. A high level of 

t professional competence and leadership potential are the para- 
mount characteristics that’distinguish this band from band I. 

Typical band II duties include \ 

l serving as a team member on complex or difficult jobs, planning an 
entire assignment and demonstrating a thorough knowledge of 
relevant policy and planning ipols; , 

1. “, ̂ ._, e-LLL -_..- ._...., -- ., ,._ i.. .-,. __ ...j -... . ,.--. .I. ,,_ _ _ . ., 
” 

l develipirig, &ahi&hg, ‘and revihving data collection efforts; 
determining hffidien~y of evidence; coordinating. analysis to 
identify reportable’ issues; and d&cting meetings with higher level 
officials; 
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l developing, reviewing, or revising written products of others and 
consolidating report segments .into complete reports or completing 
large segments of rriajor assignments and projects, and effectively 
communicating the results to a variety of audiences; and 

l .ensuring that report processing requirements are completed and 
carried out properly. 

Staff in this band also may participate in unit management func- 
tions, be involved in issue area or other broad planning functions 
on the basis of expertise, or perform staff assignments in the home 
units or staff offices when skills associated &h this band are a 
requisite to successful performance. 

When leading others, duties also ‘may include 

l assigning work; 

l ., -setting >expec.tations;.,monitoring, coaching, and evaluating perfor- 
mance; 

l .counseling staff; 

l promoting team-building; and 

. 

l providing for staff development. 

Some specialists in this band possess advanced KSAs in one or 
more specialized fields. They are proficient in adapting knowl- 
edge and theory of specialty fields to complex situations with only 
minimal supervision and working with more senior specialists on 
unusual or particularly complex tasks. These employees may lead 
other specialists or evaluators in multiphased projects and may serve 
as consultants to other specialists or generalists. 

Staff in this band are expected to support and promote collabora- 
tive efforts to achieve mission requirements, satisfy customer 
needs, meet common goals, and comply with GAO policies, 
GAGAS, and other requirements. All staff also should promote 
teamwork, which includes helping each other, meeting commit- 
ments, valuing ideas and suggestions of others, communicating. 
openly and candidly, encouraging others to participate fully in 
discussions, employing techniques for problem solving and deci- 
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,g sion making, recognixing the contributions of both individuals-and 
$i teams, and ensuring that the’principles of equal opportunity are 

I 4 ,:’ Irvi. properly observed. : 

All band II staff’are given assignments in very general tenus and 
s,, develop the approaches to”be’hsed; d&ermine resources and staff . . . , 

. . wed, and .evah&te progress. .’ Work products are considered 
technically complete and are reviewed only to ,ensure that they 
conform to GAO policies anaiii&t audience needs. 

I 
., 

Band III Role Band III staff are responsible for an assigned segment of an issue area 

Definition or provide support to a unit head or regional manager in managing the 
unit’swork. Mastery of GA,0 audit and, evaluation work and the ability ,,. F” to identify issues that have the potential to provide dollar savings and/ 

I. “‘. 
or nor@aMal benests to the government and taxpayers, plan work 
steps for develo&ng jobs, and provide admM&ative direction of 
work to achieve mission objectives and performance results are the 

-j+ paramount characteristics that distinguish this band from band II. ., 

Assignments include personal accountability for a single large, 
hi@ly comp’lex ‘or sensitive job involving significant dollar savings 
or nonfmanciaJ benefits to the government, directing concurrent 

1 assignments personally or through others, and broad unit manage- 
ment functions. Apical duties ,car&d out by band III staff include 

l developing and monitoring the &cess for planning projects; 
: 

l using planning tools, such as the job assessment, design matr& and 
project&nning software, and contributing to the improvement of 
operations through advanced use of technology; 

l initiating or reviewing projected proposals to assess relevance, 
scope, and technical adequacy to meet ongoing requirements for 
area(s) of assigned programresponsibility; 

,, l directing the implementation of projects through others, ensuring 
soundness of project design and staff use, serving as a quality 
assurance point for final products, maintaining accountability by 
advising superiors of progress or problems, and representing GAO 
in discussions with congressional and agency officials; - 
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, . “-‘, 

l demonsbating~leadecship in promoting collaborative.efforts to 
achieve’missionrequirementsi satisfy customer needs, meet common 
goals, and comply with GAO policies, GAGAS, and other require- 
men@ 

l promoting’teamwork, which includes helping one snother, meeting 
commitments, valuing ideas and suggestions of others, communi- 
cating openly and candidly encouraging others to participate iirlly 
in discussions, employing techniques for problem solving and 
decision making, recognizing the contributions of both individuals 
and teams, and ensuring that the principles of equal opportunity 
are properly observed; and 

l fuElling GAOYs .expectations for msnaging employee supervision, 
performance appraisal, and individual career development; ensur- 
ing staff are counseled on skill development; providing opportuni- 
ties to develop increased capabilities; and providing regular feed- 
back on staff developmental progress. 

Employees also may perform general management duties or staff 
assignments in the home unit or staff offices for which the level of 
capability associated with this band is appropriate. 

Specialists in this band possess a high degree of professional 
knowledge and expertise in one or more speciabzed.fields; are 
considered agency authorities and experts in a, field with findings, 
interpretations, analyses, and judgments authoritative in GAO and 
possibly serving as the basis for further agency action; and’ are 
regarded as masters of the technical aspects in a field. Such 
individuals may serve in a leadership capacity directing staff or 
may have office, division, or agencywide responsibility for all or 
some portion of a subject matter area. 

Band III staff plan, advise, consult, conduct, or direct work under 
only general guidance of a superior. Work is guided by broad 
policy and progrsm guidance and is judged on adherence to GAO 
policy and the degree of effectiveness to GAO’s mission require- 
ments. 
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